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It is an offence to operate,
import or install an unlicenced
transmitter in the UK. CB
WORLD realises this and points
out that it is not our deliberate
intention to encourage the illegal
use of c.b. equipment.

good buddies, we've
made it. On behalf of you all, CB World says a big four
thank you to Mr. William Whitelaw, Home Secretary. Full
details of the announcement legalising c.b. on 27 MHzFM
and 930 MHzFM are inside this issue.
DThis is very good news but what about an amnesty for
those 350,000 pioneering people using 27 MHzAM sets.
They know they are breaking the law but since the Home
Office have allowed this to go on for so long they must
give everybody a chance to wind down. Not many people
will just throw their sets away - why should they? The rigs
cost between £80 and £120, some much more. CB World
said in its first issue, it was not going to take sides in' the
frequency stakes, but it's going to make a stand on this
amnesty business. Ireland (South) have a two· year
phasing-in period: we would like the same.
DCB World is going to pat itself on the back. We timed
our launch (December 1980) absolutely right. Even in our
February! March issue we went to press putting forward
reasons why c.b. should be legalised and now with this
issue it's all happening. That's the good news, now the
very good news. WE ARE GOING MONTHLY in June. Readers
want it, advertisers want it and so do we at IPC.
DNow for the serious things. One of the most imporant
things we must now have on the c.b. network is channel
courtesy lc.c.l. Without this c.c. or discipline there won't
be fun. There must be no swearing or abuse on the air
waves. Used intelligently c.b. can be both a fun thing and a
useful thing. For example: the most precious thing we
have in life is life itself and c.b. can help to save it. If you
are in trouble or see trouble, get on to channel 14 and say
"this is a 10-33, please call the police (ambulance of fire) to
the XYZ cross roads, there has been an accident". Do not
panic, do not speak too fast or get excited, just get your
message over clearly and factually. Get back confirmation
that a base station is doing something about it, like getting
on the telephone to the emergency asked for. Whilst all
this is going on other breakers must not interrupt or key
the mike - listen if you want to, but leave the action to
those who know what they are doing. Some of you are
going to disagree with this as you expect us to say, use
channel 9 for emergencies. Well, that might be OK when
we have REACT or some other organisation monitoring
officially but at the moment your plea for help could go
unheeded. Use 14 where you know there are listeners.
DOther things we all want to know: Where can we buy
27 MHzFM sets? Will this give a much needed shot in the
arm for British industry or are we going to be invaded
again? If the British are to make rigs, then let's get on with
it quickly, and market them like they do in America; get
those colour brochures out, get advertising and get ready
to export too. For all this information stay close to CB
World - monthly.
DDon't forget the CB World Show at Sandown Park,
Esher, Surrey (indoors) on April 4th and 5th - open from
10.00 a. m. to 6.00 p. m. See you there.
Gordon Henderson
CB WORLD
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RICHARD TOWN
GLC

Richard Town goes behind the
otherwise impenetrable wall of the Post
Office radio interference department
and investigates our feathered
"enemy" who, with the advent of a
legalized citizen's radio service for the
UK, could become our feathered
"friend," and protect our citizen's
band from harmful interference.

COMPLAINTS

of interference to
authorized users of the radio waves caused)
so Buzby claims) by c.b. equipment, began
to surface quite suddenly in September,
1980: this was apparently caused by a large
flood of base stations. From the 1st
September to mid-November, Buzby claims
1,200 verified complaints; for the period
mid-November to the end of December
1980, 1)550 verified complaints; to January
1981, the figure was 1,770.
If our hobby is not to be brought into
disrepute, then we should all at least be
aware of the possible effects of our transmissions and assist wherever possible if
interference is caused. We have a direct
responsibility to avoid spoiling the
enjoyment of many millions of listeners and
viewers.
Interference with a radio signal is caused
by radio-frequency energy coming from
either natural of man-made sources. The
former include thunderswrms and charged
rain and there is nothing that can be done to
eliminate these) apart from fining some form
of noise·suppression circuit during the
manufacture of the receiver.
Man-made interference from four main
sources can be identified.
• Interference from other radio systems
operating on the same frequency can only be
minimized by careful frequency assignment,
to provide adequate geographical separation
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One of the GPO detector vans
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Complaints caused by unsuppressed equipment
or time sharing between co-channel stations.
• Interference from spurious) out-of-band
radiation, produced by radio equipment.
Th.is type of interference can be caused by
bmh transmitters and receivers and can
affect other) quite unrelated radio systems.
• Interference caused by electrical equipment, in which radio-frequency energy is
deliberately generated for heating purposes,
e.g., diathermy, plastics welding and cooking

equipment.
• Interference caused by electrical equipment, which produces r.f. energy as a quite
unwanted by-product of its function, such as
motor-car ignition, electric motors and
switching devices.
The introduction of regulations in the
U.K.) to encourage manufacturers to
suppress equipment and appliances at the
time of manufacture, has been a contributory

"We're only after the interference not the breaker"

Interior of the detector van
cause of the fall in the number of complaints
of interference, from a peak of 170,000 in
1955 to around 46,000 today.
Field engineers of the Post Office undertake the investigation of day-ta-day
complaints acting as agents of the Minister.
The Ministry takes an active role on national
and international committees which deal
with interference problems, on the basis that
prevention is better than cure.

Investigating complaints
The largest number of complaints come
from members of the public, regarding their
tv or sound reception. Although the complexity of equipment and its operation has
increased, it has been possible to reduce the
staff required and [0 deal with approximately
46,000 complainls in 1979, of which 44 112%
related to tv. About 300 investigation
officers are currently employed.
The first step in investigating a complaint
from a listener or viewer is to examine the

receiving installation, to verify that there is
enough signal at the location, that a suitable
antenna is provided and that the receiver is
in good working order and properly
adjusted. The table shows that, in about one
third of the complaints investigated, these
conditions were not met. The interference
officer has at his disposal equipment to
demonstrate to the owner of an unsatis·
factory installation the effect of putting his
house in order, at least where the signal is
adequate. This includes a telescopic mast
and antenna and a small, portable, standard
tv for use when the complainant's set is
suspected of being faulty.
When a receiver is found to be in good
order, the investigating officer will attempt
to observe the interference. This is more
easily said than done, since interference is
usually intermittent in nature. There are no
set rules of procedure from now on, except
.to attempt to locate the source. The type of
interference may provide clues; for example,
shaft bursts on both sound and vision are

TABLE 1
SIMPliFIED 1979 STATISTICS OF INTERFERENCE COMPLAINTS

No. of complain!s per service
Appl"o~imate

Sources

Sound
1.I./m.f.

Inadequate signal
Inadequate antenna
Receiver faults or maladjustments

Contact devices
Radio transmittels in U.K.
Broadcast rocoiver radiation
Electric mOtors
Overhead poworlinos
Dischalgo lamps and signs
IndU8lrial and madicall.f. heating equipment
Identified sourcos other than those above
Unidentified

Television
v.hJ.

v.h.'.

u.h.l.

Private
mobile
radio

% ofatl
complaints

169

76

67

982

,

733

705

2565

27

2290

169'

15'

391

5769

192

3.00
9.00
22.00

5637

2457

22

25.00

173

23'

3072

152

31

523

342

222
359

11

17

138

134

276

42
19
31

120
63
3
21

,

23

1

131
115

3
22
3

280

47

497

154

2.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
0.50
0.50
'.00

139
32'
46

50
1164

32
17

,
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characteristic of a sewing machine nearby
without a suppressor. Interference·tracing
receivers are shown in the photographs:
separate models are shown for the l.Um.f.,
the v.hJ. and the u.hJ. bands, together with
a light·weight portable. All receivers have
directional antennae for taking rough
bearings on interference sources and their
field strength. Where it is immediately
possible, the investigating officer will
demonstrate' how the interference can be
cleared by means of suppressors or filters.
I enquired as to why interference was still
permitted from the line oscillators of
domestic television receivers, all Q.ut
obliterating Radio 4. Radio interference
branch still receives 200-300 complaints
regarding tv line interference' per year, but
apparently is quite impotent to cause
television-se[ manufacturers adequately to
screen their receivers. Such screening would
also cause receivers to become less vulner·
able to interference from the harmonics of
c.b. radio transmissions.
The radio interference Buzby is activated
via either complaints of interference from
the general public (usually t.v.i.) or by a
general police activity report. This would
lead to the tracing of an offender and either a
warning or a prosecution. It is only asking
for trouble to pull alongside a Buzby mobile,
raise two fingers and then transmit. Of
course you will get your licence number
taken and probably be busted. Similarly,
running an afterburner and causing widespread LV.i. will bring Buzby running. If
you want trouble-free breaking, stay clean,
don't operate a 23-channel rig: they're made
to a lower standard and are big interference
generators. Also don't run an afterburner;
you'll only amplifv the spurious, out-of-band
radiation of your original rig.
Buzby claims he's only after the interference, not the breaker - at least, that's his
claim.
CB WORLD
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T·SHIRTS
A superb quality heavyweight T-Shirt person..
olised with the standard CB ~UK logo and
YOUR HANDLE. Throughout our garment range
we use only screen printing methods, NOT
'IRON-ON' tronsfers. which means that your
handle will nol disintegrate when washed
ironed.
~ZES, S M. L XL
COLOURS: NAW. RED. SKY BlUE.

SWEATSHIRTS
We use only the best quality American SWeatshirts. IndMdualty screen-printed with the

discreet and tasteful standard CB'=. UK logo
and vourown handle. Oneofour most populor
lines, which look great on both him and her.
Our shirts are 0 must for the CB'erwhowants to

stond out trom the crowd.

SIZES: S. M. L Xl.
COlOUR: NAW.

~EY.

HOW TO ORDER:

Please print your order on plain paper in Block Capitals
stating clearly your: Name, address, handle, colour
choice (2nd colour choice if possible) and size.
We guarantee despatch within 21 days of
receipt of your order. Please make
chequesjP.O:s payable to:

RED. SKY BlUE.

BODYWARMERS
NEW FROM PRINTOUT PROMOTIONS: We lOOked
hard to find a good quality British-mode
example at this increasingly popular. fashionable and practical garment. This time yOur
handle will be printed on a specially designed
cloth b:Jdge which will be securely fX)Sltloned
in the breost ~tlon. Great looks. great value
and Ideol fQ( eyebolling on cold winter nights.

SIZES: S. M, L Xl.
COLOURS, BLACK. NAW. OLIVE GREEN.

CLUB SECTION CLUB SECTION CLUB SECTION

PRINTOUT PROMOTIONS
CB SPECIALISTS,
DEPT CBS,
28A ABINGTON SQUARE,
NORTHAMPTON.
Telephone: (0604) 30304

OUR lATEST 12 PAGE MAIL ORDER/CL B CATA.
LOGUE Will BE SENT FREE WITH EACH ORDER.
FOR CATALOGUE ONLY PLEASE SEND SAE.
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The adjoumment debate on Open Channel Radio held on
Mo~day February 9th 1981 at the House of Commons

THE CB DEBATE
Mr. Patri.k Wall (HaItemprice): I know
that citizens' band radio is normally
associated with the motor car. It is, in fact, a
hand·held telephone with no wires. It has
many uses other than installation in motor
vehicles.
I first raised the question of the
legalisation of this system in the House
during the time of the previous Government,
bU[ they were clearly unwilling even to
consider the matter. After the 1979 general
election, the Conservative Government
agreed in principle to freedom of the air,
although they sensibly entered the caveat
that this freedom should not interfere with
other people's freedom.
As a result, the parliamentary CB
committee was formed under my chairmanship and also a National Committee for the
Legalisation of CB Radio to co-ordinate
numerous CB clubs and associations which
represent over 100,000 CB enthusiasts.
Councillor Yard was the first chairman of
the national committee. He has been
succeeded by Councillor Town.
At this tage, I should like to pay tribute to
the Minister of State, who has met both
committees whenever we wanted to see him
and who has been most helpful and frank
about the difficulties he faces in legalising a
CB system. However, I cannot understand
why he insists upon calling it Open Channel
when the general public, brought up on
American films and television, always refer
to it as CB radio.
There is a strong impression among these
interested in CB radio that the officials have
opposed its introduction and have been
fighting a rearguard action to prevent its
legalisation--

Mrs. Peggy Fenner (Rochester and
Chatham): And how!

Mr. Wall: -and have sought, if it is
legalised, to emasculate it as far as possible.
This view is illustrated by a discussion
document that was made available last year.
Incidentally, it was not obtainable from the
Stationery Office, which seems rather
strange. The document was studiously
vague, except in advocating a frequency of
928 MHz.
The view is further illustrated by a
meeting with Home Office officials on 18
December. I have here a copy of the minutes
of that meeting, which was called for a time
when it was known that the chairman of the
national committee would be out of the
country, as would its secretary, but the
secretary managed to change his arrangements and attend the meeting. The object of
the meeting is laid down in the minutes:

2 am and virtually pulling a house apart in
search of an illegal set. I have statements to
the effect that the attitudes adopted might
have been suitable for a search for an enemy
spy transmitter during the last war.

Mr. John Golding (Newcastle-underLyme): Radio investigation officers,
members of the Post Office Engineering
Union, will bitterly resent the charge of
using near-Gestapo methods, when they
have to enforce a law that has not yet been
changed, after representations from
hospitals, fire services and other users. They
have been put in an intolerable position,
because they have to enforce the law.
Conservative Members who would have law
and order should do nothing other than to
try to persuade the Minister of State to
change the law to make it easier for them.
Patrick Wall

Timothy Raison

MC. VRD. MP

MP.
Minister of State

"The meeting had been arranged in response to
a request made by Mr. Raison, Minister of State,
Home Office, on the II (h December by a
delegation from the National Committee for (he
legalisation of CB Radio, for a discussion meeting
with Home Office engineers on the technical
merits of the delegation's proposals. The basis for
(he discussion was the National Commiuee's
paper 'CB Independence' ",
a voluminous document, which I have here.
The meeting made little progress in
discussing the national commiuee's
proposals, which had been submitted in
detail to the Minister. It was confronted with
a barrage of reasons why the 41 MHz band,
which it had suggested, should not be
legalised. If my hon. Friend the Minister
studies the committee's proposals carefully,
he will see that in fact we proposed a
frequency of 42.608 10 43 MHz, wilh 16
channels, and 43.694 to 44 MHz, with 20
channels. We know that the frequency tested
by his officials - 41.5 MHz - causes
interference, but we claim that on the
frequencies to which I have just referred the
interference in minimal. It is clear from the
minutes that these frequencies were never
tested by his officials.
Perhaps I shohld say here that the law is
very muddled. As it stands, one can purchase
a CB set, but one cannot install it, use it or
import it. One hopes that these rules will be
changed in the very near future.
In view of the statements made in the
House last week, I am bound to say that
some officials of the Post Office searching for
CB radios have adopted what amount to
near-Gestapo tactics, by demanding entry at

Mr. Wall: I am glad that the hon.
Gentleman intervened, because it was he
that I had in mind. Of course he is right in
saying that officials have to uphold the law.
What I am saying is that the way in which
they do it is not always in conformity with
the normal practice. There are two sides to
every question. I shall leave it at that. My
hon. Friend the Minister will, quite rightly,
defend his officials, but it is only right that
he and [he House should know that those
interested in CB radio have strong feelings
on the matter - as undoubtedly do the
officials that the hon. Gentleman represents
in his trade union.
With that background, I come to the two
basic questions that we have to consider
tonight. The first is the frequency to be
allotted, and the second is the timing of the
legislation - or, rather, the legalisation,
because legislation is not required.
There are three possible frequencies 928 MHz, favoured by the Home Office,
42.8 to 44 MHz, favoured by the national
committee, and 27 MHz favoured by the
large mass of at present illegal operators.
In answer to a question last Thursday, the
Minister said:
"'we have been reviewing the possibility of
introducing a service on a lower frequency, in
addition to onc around 930 MHz." - [Official
Reporl. 5 February 1981j Vol. 998, c.394.]
I take it that that presupposes that either
42.8 MHz to 44 MHz or 27 MHz will be
legalised. I cannot see any other meaning in
[hat answer.
With regard to 928 MHz, the Minister has
admitted that the overwhelming number of
replies to his consultative document were
opposed to this frquency, largely because of
the short range in built-up areas and the
expense of UHF sets. I understand that the
CB WORLD
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EVERYTHING CAN BE

ELECT

(0243)861705
UNBEATABLE VALUE!!
SAVE

RETRACTABLE TELESCOPIC
C.B. ANTENNA

£22.50

~IIJ__g..~:~!(~~==G
-~ &

::

•

£9.99

+ .65 postage

£3.99

SLIDE MOUNT

+ postage .8 5p
Lower part of the mounting support in the car, whilst the
upper part is mounted onto the mobile unit. A simple
sliding action installs or removes the unit. All connections
such as antenna, power supply and loud-speaker are
made over reliable 000tact5. The valuable mobile unit no
longr remains in the car when leaving the car for short
periods, the mounting support is also lockable. Various
fixing holes.

x K40 Speech Processor
1 x K40 Antenna
Special price for the two:

£49.95

+ postage £1 .95

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Hobbs

Smilh

MODERN CB RADIO SERVICING

CBers' FACTBOOK

By Mlr",in Hobbs
This book review. the most recent trends in CB transceive, design, Including PlL and
microproeesaOl' control techniques. There is e chepter on trouble-shooting techniques
that are appliclble to either 40·chennel or 23·chennel trensceivers. And an appendix
of ligures giving the vlrious crystal combinations in 23'channel transceivers with
mulllcrystll synthe,izers are included.
CONTENTS: Introduction to CB Transceivers. AM Transcaiver Circuitry. SSB
Trlnsceiver and Receiver Support Circuitry. PLL Frequency Synthesizers and
Microprocessor Conlrollers. Disc!ete CB Test Instruments. CB Text Systems.
Analysers and Testets. Transceiver Alignment Procedures. CB Transceiver Tesls.
Troubleshooting - Initial Checks. Troubleshooting by Sympton. RF Interference and
Noise Elimination. Printed 1979.
£5.95Inc p&p 176 pages

By Noel T. Smith
This book tells how easy it is to select, puchase end set up the kind of equipment best
for you. It explains and illustrates basic opereting practices for both base and mobile
stllions. You'll find CB rules and regulations, and e listing 01 CB clubs, orgenislltions
and publications.
CONTENTS: An introduction to Cilizans Band Communications. Operating on the
Citizens Band: Fixed Service. Oper8ling on the Citizens Bind: Mobile and Portable
Service. Antennas for the Citizens Band. Improving CB Communicetions, Accessories
For Fun Ind Security.
£3.50 \nc p&p 12B pages

CB ACCESSORIES YOU CAN BUILD

Staff of CB Test labs

C.B.

By Ronald M. 8enrey
Here's In opporlunity to build some terrific improvements into
your 'tendard CB equipment - novel but practical additions
perfectly within thllaw. You'll heve simple, complete procedures
for building en euxiliary 120 VAC·to·12 VDC power supply ..
en unUSUll antenne system ... a low-cost maintenance selector
switCh ..
e super'sensitive base·station mike ... I basic
phone pllch ... e hi-li headphone adapter
an inexpensive
lutomltlc "ON THE AIR" light ... and other valuabla IC,
ALSO AVAILABLE:
cessories to increase the fun Ind convenience 01 your CB equip·
Inc. P&P.
ment.
A bonus project section 11 the end of the book offers direc·
tions lot building 10 CB accessories, including coaxial jumper CBUNGOBIBLE
cebles, Intenna switch, anlenna tuner, AC power supply, exter- BIG OUMMYS GUIDE
nal spelker, dummy 10ld, and more. 1978.
£3.95Inc p&p S.S.B. HANDBOOK

HOW TO SELECT AND INSTALL CB
ANTENNAS

BOOKS

VISIT OUR NEW SHOP
AT
118 HIGHLAND ROAD
PORTSMOUTH, HAMPSHIRE

EVERYTHING YOU
NEED FOR CB

[0.75
[2.95
[4.95

Staff 01 CB Test labs
You can have the most expensive CB transceiver in the world, but
unless your antenna is high qUllilY, and properly installed and
mainteined, your trensmission will be poor. This all·points guide
enebles you to handle en entenne like en expert. You'll see just
how the antennl works - how it rldietes and intercepts radio
signals. Then you'll see the many kinds of antenn8S evaileble both mobile and base snion Iypes - enabling you to wisely select
the one you really need. Even transmission lines are covered. The
hendbook then maps out complete installation and check·out procedures aimed at oplimum transmission. For the hobbyist, techni·
ques efe given fOf building yOUf own antenna - mini·lini, dipole.
long wire and indoor.
£3.96Inc p&p 112 pages
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.. MODERN C.B. RADIO. . . . . . . . .
.
@ [6.950
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@£3.600
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ORDERED BY POST

ROMICS

(0243)861705

SWR/FIELD STRENGTH/ANTENNA MATCHER
3-Function CB/Ham Tester
£ 17.95
1. SWR: 1: 1 to 1:3 (± 5%1

MULTI-BAND MONITOR
MONITORS
40 CB Channels
T.V. Band
Aircraft Band
F.M. Radio

2. Antenna
Matcher: less than 5% power loss 0 3. Field

Strength: 0-10 scale

0

0

Frequency:

1.5M-30MHz. ISWR/FSI. 25M-30MHz
(Matcher) 0 Impedance: 52 0 Connectors:
50-239. UHF type 0 Antenna: 5" bar type 0

Meter: 200uA, core magnet type

0

• Etc., Etc.

Size and

Weight: 160x60x65mm. 625g.

Quality Power Supply
Input 240v. SO/60Hz
Output 12, 8v, 3A fully regulated, 5A surge

WITH FULL
SQUELCH
FACILITY
Hand held

Also available
5/7 amp, 12 amp, 20 amp (See listing).

£17.95
.00 postage

+ £1.25 postage

ITEMS IN STOCK NOW:
MOBILE ANTENNAS
DV27
DX27

£6.95
£10.95
K27
£ 11.95
T27
£9.99
Fully Retractable Disguise £14.95
Electric Retractable (inc. Splitter),
the best
£32.60
Avanti Astro Phantom (on glass)
£17.50
Pacer Magnet Mount
£9.95
Avanti Moonraker (mag.) £44.50
Avanti Moonraker (whole) £38.50
Hy-Gain Twin Truckers
£19.95
Firestick
P.O.A.
K40
£39.95
Rubber Ducks
£10.95
Centre load Magnetic
£10.25
Base load Magnetic
£18.95
ASP /Disguisel MS264
£24.95
Whip Ant. with Splitter
£19.95
ASPMS610
£24.95

Roger Bleep Boards
£8.95
Mini Whisky BASE Antanna
£23.96
Neon lights for Antenna Tops
£0.99
Hawaii 50 Siren - 81 different
sounds complete with P.A.
Horn only
£24.95
Generator Filter
£3.95
Antenna Matcher
£5.95

IN STOCK NOW

BASE SfATION ANTENNAS
StardusterlSkylab
£25.95
Whisky Indoor/Outdoor
£24.95
Firestick Pal Macho
£44.50
Silver Rod
£29.95
Boomerang
£22.95

-

SWRMETERS
£9.96
A.E.C. SWR 9 SWR/FS
A.E.C. SWR 50A, also power FS.
£14.95
£9.80
SWR 20 SWR/FS
£19.95
SWR75
SWR 7B SWR/MOD/MACH
£26.95
SWR 1 71 SWR/FS/PQWER
£16.96
£14.95
SWR 175
POWER SUPPLIES
13.BV 3/5 Amp
13.8V 5/7 Amp
12Amp13.8V
20Amp 13.8V
MIKE CLIPS
Screw Type
Self Adhesive Type
Magnetic Type
lINARAMPS
AP 25
AP60
Skipmaster 100 watt
Skipmaster 150 watt
Tornado 1000 watt

£17.95
£22.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£0.36
£0.55
£0.65
£28.95
£65.96
£119.95
£166.95
£399.99

P&P on Orders over £5 free -

PRE·AMPLlFIERS
RP 20/EV BO
EV 15

Chassis Socket for Pl259
£16.25
£24.95

MICROPHONES
£32.50
K40 Speech Processor
£15.95
Mura DX116 Power
£4.95
Altai Standard Mike
OM 510 Power/Roger Bleep
£16.95
£8.95
OM 510 Power
£29.95
Hammaster 4200 Base
£32.96
Versatile Base
£18.95
Hy-Gain Telephone Type
£33.25
Turner M+ 38
£22.95
Turner JM + 2U
£2.95
7 volt Battery
ANTENNA ACCESSORIES
£6.50
Splitter Boxes
C.B. Ant. Converters
£15.50
£4.25
Gutter Mount Brackets
£7.95
Magnetic Mounts
£5.25
Ant. Selector 2 to 1
Ant. Selector 3 to 1 (built-in lOW
£6.75
Dummyloadl
DV Base Adaptor to Firestick £1.75
£9.95
C.B. Co-Phaser
£5.50
TVI Filter (low Pass)
£2.55
High Pass Filter
£1.56
DV 27 Bass Plug
£8.95
DV Magnetic Mount
£2.60
DV Base
CONNECTORS
Pl259 + Reducer

under (5 -

£0.66

£0.55

£0.75
Double Female
Double Male
£0.75
£1.10
Right Angle Pl259
- T- Piece
£1.45
RG58U Co·Axial Cable per m.
£0.75
RGB Co·Axial Cable per m. £0.75
OTHER ACCESSORIES
Extension Speaker
£8.50
Slide Mount C.B.
£5.95
£1.70
Patch Cable 60 CM
Suppressor Kits for Complete
£11.95
Vehicle
Frequency Counter
£59.95
£10.95
AM Radio Converter
£0.50
Cigar lighter Plug
£1. 10
6-Core Mike leads

Jaws 1 1 Kit complete
£79.95

TRADE OUTLETS
SOUGHT
OPEN SUNDAVS

(1 except special offers

VISIT OUR NEW SHOP AT 118 HIGHLAND ROAD SOUTHSEA PORTSMOUTH
Also at: PORCHESTER CAR CARE UNIT 7, WEST STREET, PORCHESTER

MAIL ORDER FROM: GROVE HOUSE ELECTRONICS. 14 ARCADE CHAMBERS.
HIGH ST.• BOGNOR REGIS. SUSSEX. (0243 861705)
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9 ~ THE CB DEBATE
Europeans are studying an international
automatic car telephone around that
frequency, but it will obviously be some time

before the study is completed. France
recently rejected that frequency completely.
That leaves us with 41 MHz and 27 MHz.
We are still in favour of the 41 MHz band.
We have submitted evidence [0 show that, if
properly tested, it causes minimal

interference and no danger to health.
Damage to heahh is possible on the 938
MHz band) using 25 watts, compared with 8
watts on the lower band. We need a range of
about 10 miles or) 15 kilometres) and an
aUlOmatic identification device. It would

clearly be of advantage to the manufacturers
if the new frequency was legalised.
In 1973, it was estimated that CB radio
could provide work for 2,500 people and
would cover a market of about £45 million a
year. The Minister's main objection to the
41 MHz frequency, other than interference,
is that it would have to wait until black and
white television is phased out in three years.
That is not our understanding. We
understand that the BBC could almost
immediately transmit black and white
television on four of its transmitters, leaving
the fifth available for CB users. That would
also be in accord with international
agreements.
However, it may now be too late. Eighteen
months ago, the Minister was warned that
there were an estimated 30,000 illegal sets in
this country, operating on 27 MHz. From
the study of sales of aerials and other
accessories, we believe that that figure has
now reached 250,000. The Minister warned
that the Government of Australia and the
Netherlands were opposed to that frequency
but were forced to legalise it because of the
large number of sets operating in those
countries. That is most unsatisfactory, and I
fear that the same situation will develop
here.
We backed the Minister in opposing 27
MHz, but we warned him that if action was
not taken rapidly he would be forced to
legalise that frequency. The police and the
Post Office regulatory department have
rightly - I emphasise rightly - increased
the pressure against illegal operators, and
many police forces have now given up as
demands on their manpower have been too
great. I understand that police constables
have been issued orders to that effect.
That is an unsatisfactory situation, but we
must facc facts. The question now to be
asked with regard to 27 MHz is whether AM
or FM should be legalised. Many illegal sets
that are operating in this country today come
from Japan or America, and they operate on

27

MHz

AM.

Although

AM

causes

television interferencc, it is clear that some
sets will continue to operate illegally
whatcver decision we reach. That is one of
the reasons why the Citizens Band
Association now favours AM.

However, 27 MHz FM or CEPT PR 27
FM has now become virtually the official
European standard. West Germany has
legalised AM and FM. France, the
Nctherlands, Belgium nd Luxembourg have
legalised 27 FM. I understand that Ireland is

continued on page 42
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Citizen's Band
rad i0 a pp roved
"1111111111'1.
on 27 MHz FM and
930 MHz FM
27 MHz AM equipment
remains illegal
Britain is to have a legal citizen's band radio
service. Mr William Whitelaw, the Home
Secretary, announced this today in a
Parliamentary answer to Mr Patrick Wall,
M.P. It is hoped that the new service will be
introduced in the autumn.
The new personal two-way service will be
authorised on 27MHz f.m. (frequency
modulated), and a further frequency will be
made available around 930 MHz. Equipment will be required to meet a technical
specification, and users will have to buy a
licence.

The 27 MHz a.m. (amplitude modulated)
equipment currently being used in this
country is illegal and will remain so.
Commeming on the introduction of the
new service, Mr Timothy RaisoD, M.P.,
Minister of State at the Home Office, said

lOda)':
"We are offeri'lg a IItfU service which we hope
will provide enjoymem for many people. II will
give as good a service as the illegal a.m.
equipment - indeed some of this is already
obsolete. It should soon cost about the same and
should cause fewer problen:s for others. The
interference which illegal c.b. equipme1lf is
causing to tv receplion and emergency services
is givillg n'se to COIIUrn, and now thal the
Govemment has gOlle so far towards meeting
the wishes of supporLCrs of c.b., I hope that we
can rely on lhose fuilh illegal tquipmem to act
responsibly and stop using it. "

WHY THIS
FREQUENCY?
The Home Secretary said in a written
Parliamentary reply on December IS, 1980
that he favoured the introduction of a c.b.
facility on a frequency around 930 MHz, but
because of public demand for an alternative,
he undertook to consider the possibility of
legalising additionally on a lower freuency.
The final decision had to take into account
the need to introduce a legalized service with
the minimum of delay; the risk of interference to radio, tv and other authorized
services both in the United Kingdom and in
neighbouring countries; the availability of
frequencies; and the desirability of adopting
an international standard. The frequency

selected - 27 MHz fm. - should give c.b.
enthusiasts the performance they want at
about the same cost as illicit equipment with
far less interference to other users. France,
the Netherlands and Germany are among
those European countries who have legalised
on 27 MHz f.m equipment and the Irish
Republic has recently announced its
intention to do the same. The other
frequency proposed - around 930 MHz is going to be adopted in North America and
some European countries, and is seen as
being capable of giving a good quality
service, especially in towns and cities, with
the minimum of interference. Il offers the
prospect of an international market for
British manufacturers.
Other alternative frequencies, such as 41
MHz and 450 MHz, were reviewed but
none was free of interference difficulties or
met the other requirements.
Existjng authorised users of the 27 MHz
band, for example, hospital paging systems,
may be affected by the Government's
decision and the implications for them will
be taken into account during the planning
period.

EXISTING EQUIPMENT
AND USERS
Existing illegal 27 MHz a.m. (amplitude
modulated) equipment will not be legalized.
The volume of interference from c.b. sets
using 27 MHz a.m. equipment is increasing
- in the last five months alone there were
nearly 5,000 complaints of interference to
radio, tv and hi-fi which were directly traced
to the use of illegal 27 MHz a.m. sets; this
represents an increase of about one-third of
all recorded complaints of interference from
all sources. Emergency services have also
been affected. Although recent a.m. equipment of US origin causes less interference to
some services than earlier models, its
potential for interference to tv remains high'.

CB SPECIFICATIONS
Specifications for the new f.m. (frequency

continued on page 44

Antenna connectors
and how to fit them
One ofthe most unreliable components in the
electronic world is the connector. Most
connector failures in c.b. use are caused by
either incorrect assembly, or by mechanical
damage in mating the two halves of the
connector, including damage caused by
trapping dirt and foreign bodies in the

BY PETER E. CHADWICK.

connector.

The coax. connectors used in the vast
majority of c.b. rigs are of the type known as
UHF connectors, and are simple, robust and

bulkhead.

Fig 1

relatively cheap. These connectors were
designed and developed during World War 11
to provide a reliable connector for operation
with coaxial cables at v.h.f. and u.h.f. Before
these connectors were available, there were
very few other coax. connectors, and of these
probably the most used was that known as the
'Pye plug', which was extensively used in the

British armed forces. This connector is now
very rare and unlamented, being an absolute
swine to assemble correctly! It also consisted
of a large number of piece parrs, and thus
suffered the usual problems of such devices
that when being fined in a tank or aircraft, the
bits got lost, as did the temper of the radio
mechanic!
The development of the UHF-type plug in
America brought little change in British
equipment, but post-war equipments in some
fields used UHF connectors, notably in tv
studios for distribution of video and synchronizing pulses. Although not a "good"
plug from the r J. point of view, the UHF
series proved adequate for many applications,
being simple to fit, having few piece parts and
being relatively immune to vibration. Its
disadvantages are that it is not weatherproof,
has a poor S.W.r. and is not a "quick disconnect" type of connector, The poor
s.w.r. means that it is fairly lossy at very high
frequencies, and so should not be used over
about 200 MHz. However, unlike the average
tv plug and socket, its large mating surface
areas mean that it is able to handle large
amounts of Lf. power. All these reasons,
coupled with its low price and ready
availability, have led to the UHF series of
connectors becoming standard for c.b., h.f.
amatew radio, many v.h.f. mobile radio
telephones, h.f.low-cost radio telephones and
many tv studios around the world.
The plugs are correctly known as PL259,
from the original US armed forces

I

11

nomenclature, while the chassis-mounting
socket is the S0239. Other pans include the
M·358 'T' piece, and the PL258 for joining
two PL259's together. There is also the
M-359 right-angle adaptor, a screening hood
for the 50-239, and t\\'o bulkhead-mounting
versions of the PL258, one of which has a
centre-mounting flange, and the other a screw
thread and nuts for mounting through a

I

.lioOI..:./

Genlre conduCtor

Fig 2

Fig 3

It is wonh heeding a word of warning
here, the 'all female' T piece is a relatively
new addition to the range of UHF series
parts, while any 'T' pieces found with the
'2 female· 1 male' finings, and inscribed
M·360 should be treated with caution: these
finings will have one arm of the 'T' marked
<ANT' and the other 'WM" and used for
tapping offa small amount ofsignal from the
output of an airborne radar. As a result, the
'WM' connexion is open circuit!
The basic PL259 plug is designed to fit
RGB (American) or British UR67 cable,
which is 0.405 in. in external diameter, and
can handle about 1250 watts at 27 MHz,
which is more than the average linear will
give!. By using tbe adaptors that are available,
other cable sizes can be fined, and the most
common onc is RG58 (approximately the
same as UR76) which is 0.195 inches in
diameter, and capable of handling about 600
watts at 27 MHz.

Fitting the Plugs.
Cou~ring

J~

Adaplor

I 11111
Fig 4

First of all, it is necessary to use the right
tools. To fit a PL259, you need a sharp knife,
such as a Stanley knife, a pair of good side
cuners (not the ones used for old nails, piano
wire and the like) a big soldering iron ofabout
50-70 watts and some 16 or 18 s.w.g. cored
solder. Using a small iron of 25 watts or so
wiU give poor results, as will a temperature·
controlled iron of low temperature and/or
small thermal capacity.
The next thing to do is to use good quality
plugs. Because the UHF plug is so popular, a
lot of manufacturers have rushed into the
market with ever~heaper plugs) and most of
them are ofever·decreasing quality. There are
some 'no solder' plugs around ofgood quality,
very few right-angle entry pnes, and many
rubbishy ones. Bad plugs have poor quality or .........
unsolderable plating, and in many cases ......
CB WORLD
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thermoplastic insulation. Other faults are bad
machining, leadiing to crossed threads or
jamming when the plug is mated [0 a socket.
One good guide to the quality of any parts or
adaptors is the number ofcutouts for the plug
[0 locate into - see the photograph of the 'T'
pieces and compare the mating surface with
that of the right-angle adaptor. The greater
the number of notches, the more has been
spent on machining, and generally the greater
the cost because of the higher quality
throughout that this means.
The writer has no commercial affiliations
with any connector manufacturer in this field,
but has had a lot of experience in putting
PL259s on cable. From this, the recommended connectors are those made by
Amphenol, which although being slightly
more expensive, are probably the best
available. For those who are putting on a lot of
plugs, the 'crimp' variety is recommended,
although the necessary crimping tools are
fairly expensive.
The first stage in the fitting process is to
slide the coupling ring of the connector over
the cable, ensuring that it is the correct way
round, as in Fig. 1. Then strip back the p.v.c.
jacket according to the dimensions in Fig. 1, if
using 0.405 in. diameter cable, or fit the
adaptor (Amphenol 83-168) if 0_192 in.
diameter cable is being used. When using the
large cable, it can be helpful [0 tin the braid
with solder after removing the p.v.c. jacket
but before cutting; then, when the braid has
cooled, it can be cut with the knife, or
preferably a tubing cutter. After this has been
done, screw the body of the plug onto the
cable, as in Fig. 2, or cut and fan the braid over
the adaptor as in Fig, S, and screw the adap[Or
and cable into the body of the plug, ensuring
in either case that the centre conductor of the
cable is located in the centre pin ofthe plug. If
the adaptor has been used, it only needs to be
finger tight, but it does need to be screwed
completely home. Now, solder the braid
through the solder holes, as shown in Fig. 2.
Using a big iron here allows the job to be done
quickly without overheating the cable.
Finally, solder the centre conductor.
The last job, once the cable has cooled
down, is to screw the coupling ring back over
the body of the plug, connect up and off you
go.
Some people may tell you that soldering
through the solder holes will ruin the cable.
This is so ifyou don't use a big soldering iron.
A good check on the installation is to measure
with an ohm-meter from centre conductor to
outer of the plug, which should generally be
an open circuit. Some antennas, however,
have a matching coil arranged so as to give a
d.c. connexion across the coax. in the base of
the antenna, so this is not an infallible test.
Coax. plugs of the UHF variety are really
quite simple to instal. There are other types,
which are much more difficult, but it is
unlikely you will find one on a c.b. rig.
Unfortunately, there seem to be very few
professional electronic engineers who can put
plugs on correctly. Good service engineers
know better - but then, they have to cure the
troubles, and so generally avoid causing
them. So, go ahead, fit the coax. plugs
yourself, and avoid trouble by following the
instructions.
14
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AIR CALL
AIR CALL bleepers are small radio receivers
about the size of a pocket calculator. They
alert you with a 'bleep' tone and then give you
a full voice message so you know who it is that
wishes to contact you.
Anyone who needs to contact you
(customers, secretary or XYL) simply
telephones the Air Call communications
centre quoting your personal 'bleeper'
number. They then give their message to an
Air Call secretary who immediately 'bIeeps'
you and then relays the spoken details. The
message is repeated to ensure the 'copy' has
been received.
The system operates through twenty two
communications centres spread over the
U.K. Messages for a subscriber can, via the
centre, be fed to a mobile. Messages from a
mobile can also be fed back through the centre
to a land line subscriber.
Air Calls new service 'Interconnect'
provide through the centre a 'patch-in' service
providing the facility of direct speech from a
car to an ordinary telephone via the Buzby
network. But it costs you 85 Green Stamps

per month! You can even 'do it' with people
abroad.
The obvious advantage ofthis system is that
time and energy is saved by executives and
business people. This is one up on the Buzby
system. For example, the National
Committee's response to the Home Office
consultative paper "Open Channel" carried a
letter from the London Raidophone centre
explaining that they are "relying on a suitable tranche of additional radio spectrum
being allocated. Prospects for this before 1985
are not good and we therefore advise
applicants that in our view there will be a five
year delay before we can meet orders".
WaIter Stephenson, Director of Air Call,
and an active member of NATCOLCIBAR
said "My companies growth is being stunted
by the non-availability of frequencies. The
radio frequency spectrum is a freely
available, non-depleting natural resource. We
recommend its wider application to all civil
radio services. In this respect we strongly
support and congratulate the users ofthe new
UK Citizens Band Radio Service".

Health risks from
IOpen Channel radio
l

The Nat;onal Radiological Protectioll Board issued the following press .1lalemenl on
11 December 1980
Objections have been raised to the Government's preferred frequency for a public
"Open Channel" radio service (around 928 MHz UHF) on the grounds of possible
health hazards. The specific dangers cited are the induction of brain tumours and
cataracts in the eyes.
The Board considers that there is no scientific evidence that exposure to microwaves
or radiofrequencies will cause brain tumours or other cancers or that there is any
evidence which indicates the existence of special hazards from radiation in the
frequency range 150 to 1200 MHz.
Exposure to very high power levels of microwaves has been shown to cause cataracts
in animals and may be inferred to give rise to a similar effect in humans, but the
exposure must be such as [0 raise the temperature of the eye by at least 4°C for more
than ten minutes. The normal temperature of eyes and body fluctuates daily by about
I-2°C, and possibly more under the influence of physical exertion. For hand-held
radio transmitters with total effective radiated powers of less than 3 watts, studies
indicate that the temperature rise in the eyes will not be more than 1.0oe when their
aerials are held no closer than 1 cm to the face, and the transmiter operated
continuously for several minutes. Direct comparisons beTWeen hand·held transmitters
has shown little difference in the total power absorbed by the head at 150 MHz, 450
MHz :md 900 MHz or in the maximum values of the power absorption. There is no
reason to expect significantly different results at other frequencies in this range.
There is unlikely fO be any direct danger to health from hand~held transmitters used
for the "Open Channel" communication in any part of the radiofrequency spectrum,
when the effective radiated powers are less than 3 watts and the transmitters and their
aerials arc kept more than 1 or 2 cm from the head. In the case of mobile transmitters
with effective radiated powers of 25 watts ir would be inadvisable to place the head
closer than about IQ cm to the aerial for any length of time.
Reprintcd from Radio Protection Bulletin Protcction Board. January 1981.

the journal for tht National Radiological

MINI OLYMPIC GAMES
LOWESTOFT
September 26 to October 3 1981
Sponsored by CB World for

i'-;r,

The International Year
of the Disabled People 1981 \o'h-\}
To all Good Buddies, Lady Breakers, Clubs
and Two-Way Radio Enthusiasts

CAN YOU PLEASE HELP
Charity committees all over the country are seeking publicity and financial support, to make
1981 a year to remember for disabled and handicapped people.
The Mini Olympics for the Mentally Handicapped is an event that has been held for the last
2 years. This year we are hoping to have 2000 competitors, all competing as in the real
olympics for their gold medals. This will take place on September 26th till October 3rd 1981
at Lowestoft.
The Finance Committee for the Mini Olympics is offering through CB World to give CB'ers
in the UK the opportunity to be solely responsible financially for this event, bringing great
joy to all the mentally handicapped competitors and obviously good publicity to all CB'ers
in the UK.

WHY NOT MAKE THIS YOUR CLUB'S CHARITY FOR 1981
CB World will publish all donations contributed by clubs. All clubs wishing to make the
Mini Olympics (of the mentally handicapped) their club charity please write to: JOHN
HARPER, STlLLWATERS, ROLVENDEN, KENT for registration and further details.
CB World have kindly agreed to enter into this good cause and have started by donating this
space free of charge.
See our stand at the CB World Show
Sandown Park April 4-5 1981
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COBRA 66GTL 40 CHANNEL
~
AM REMOTE
A
TRANSCEIVER
1 Automatic' Noise
Limiting
2 Detachable Remote
Mike
3 Built-in Speaker
4 Push To Talk Control
5 Instant Ch 9 Switch
6 Digital LED Display
7 Channel Selector
8 LED Transmitl Receive
Indicator
9 On-Off Volume Control
10 Adjustable Squelch
11 Switchable ANL Control
12 Switchable RF Gain

Control
13 Power Lead
14 Antenna Lead
15 Hide-Away Transceiver

16 Microphone Connector
•
•

Monitor Capability
External Speaker Jack

SPECIFICATIONS
Fee: All transmitter and receiver
specifications required by the Fee have been
met or exceeded.
Dimensions: 1%" (HI x 5W' (Wl x J1jf6'

ID!.
Weight: 3.5 Ibs.
Power Source: 13.8 VDC Nominal (positive
or negative ground).
Frequency Range: 26.965 MHz to 27.405

MHz.
Semiconductors: 21 transistors, 1 FET, 27
diodes, 6 integrated circuits.
Microphone: Plug-in type, dynamic.

THE COBRA 66GTL is another fine piece
of remote control CB equipment. Everything is in the microphone - turn the unit
on and volume, squelch, automatic noise
limiting, RF gain control, channel changing,
instant channel 9, push~to-talk, TXlRX
indictor, channel LED read and even the
speaker. We were doubtful that such a small
speaker in the mike would give us acceptable
audio, but we were quite surprised - the
audio' sounded excellent, with a good sharp,
clear readability we needed for a noisy test
vehicle.
The mike cord is extremely long - it can
stretch out well beyond 8 feet, with threequarters of the mike cord coiled, and the
other quarter straight that attaches to the
transceiver remote unit via a round 16
connector assembly. Positive tugs on both
the microphone as well as the connector
failed to pull out any wires. We tried bending the pins, but they're sturdy enough to
take abuse without breaking off. The pin
connections are also identified by tiny
numbers in case of service.
The remote comrol box itself only has the
16 pin receptacle, as well as the antenna
connector, external speaker connector,
power connections, and even a relay control
jack for an optional speaker break in system

16
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Antenna Connector: UHF, SO 239.
TRANSMITIER

Power Output: 4 watts, legal maximum.
Current Drain: AM full mode, 1.5A
(maximum).
Modulation Frequency: 300 to 3000 Hz.
Output Protection: Output transistors
protected against up to 20:1 mismatch.
Mike Cord length: 3 ft.
RECEIVER

Sensitivity: Typical 0.5 microvolt for 10 db
IS + NI/IN.

with your HiFi equipment in your vehicle.
An optional 6 foot microphone extension
cable is available for installations requiring a
longer mike cord than what is already
supplied which we judged as more than
adequate for most under-seat or under-dash
installations.
Power output was a solid 3.8 watts, with
over 4 watts of audio output power to an
external speaker, and about 1 watt of audio
output to the built-in microphone speaker.
Lab tests of selectivity indicated 56 db
adjacent channel selectivity with sensitivity
greater than .4 microvolts for 10 db (5 +
N)fN. The automatic gain control was
judged very good in keeping strong signals
from blasting us out of the test lab,
We tried some extensive transmitter
torture tests, and they only resulted in the
power dropping slightly when the antenna
socket was shorted out, and when the voltage
was dropped to 10 volts DC. Modulation
was right at 100 per cent at 1 inch from the
microphone indicating a minimum pick up
of background noise under normal conditions.
Tests for noise elimination on alternator
noise, ignition interference, and external
power line noise were all positive. Alternator

Selectivity: 6 dB at 10 KHz.
IF Frequenci~s: Double conversion, 1st:
10.695 MHz; 2nd: 455 KHz.

AGC: less than 10 dB change in audio
output for inputs from 10 to 50,000
microvotts.
Adjacent Channel Rejection: 60 dB
Audio Output Power: 4 watts.
Image Rejection: 70 dB, typical.
Current Drain: Squelched, 275 MA; full
audio output, 0.92 (nominal).
Power Output: 4 watts into external
speaker.
noise was suppressed almost completely,
vehicle ignition noise suppressed 80 per
cent, and power line noise suppressed 85 per
cent. This we judged as very good.
Further tests included heating, cold test, as
well as vibration, and none of these tests
succeeded in dislodging any components or
causing any variance in transmitting or
receiving capabilitifs.
The Cobra 66G1fL microphone is convenient to operate, ~ith only now and then
an inadvertent change in volume or squelch
setting as these controls contacted the lab
test vehicle test. They're slightly recessed,
but there's still possibility of inadvertent
changing. The most convenient switch was
the up/down channel changing switch, and
the overall fee of the microphone was judged
as "not bad". Depending on whether or not
you are left handed or right handed and how
you hold the mike will give you a good idea
as to how you like the feel - under most circumstances) all our engineers had no
complaints.
Rarely can so much be packed into a
microphone and still give good results - but
the Cobra 66GTL certainly did. The CB
Magazine lab crew judged this unit as
excellent.

IGNORANCE
Having just read through issue 2 for
the third time it still amazes me the

ignorance surrounding c.b.
The only valid objection to c.b. on

27MHz. a.m. is the vast amount of
illegal interference from industrial
sources - moving the aeromodel
users to 35MHz was a soft option for

the Home Office. To dean up
27MHz for c.b. would cost industry
millions in fines and investment on
screening or new plant.
The big play for 928MHz. f.rn. is a

con of the first order since the
U.S.A., Italy and the World Radio
Council intend this frequency for
hand sets only with a range ofup to 1
kilometre. Any market potential for
U.K. manufacturers of mobile rigs at

this frequency will end on our
beaches!
For EEC comparability the spec is
a direct unaltered copy of the U.S.A.
specifications to be implemented as
soon as the French, Germans and
Dutch have replaced their inferior
and obsolete tv networks, and relocated a handful of other users
currently on part ofthe 27MHz. a.m.
c.b. band.
As for the Green Paper my reply
was recognised with a reply
numbered Il,385! The contents of
this paper are not worthy ofcomment
beyond abuse that is not becoming of
the c.b. enthusiast.
The only way to achieve c.b. on
27MHz. a.m. to FCC specification is
to write, write then write some more.
M.Ps (Westminster and Euro) tv
current affairs editors of newspapers.
The CBI and TUC have all received
letters. In the meantime get your ears
on and keep on breaking!
From direct personal experience in
Italy there is a very strong case for
more than 40 channels a.m., f.m. and
s.s.b. on 27MHz even with 20 or 40
channels at 928MHz for local use the
connurbations will result in over
subscription at 27MHz. Trying to
'break' in the Mileno Torino Roma
connurbations is all but impossible.
Such a situation would only delight
the purveyors of negative waves in
the Home Office.
Overuse would be interpreted as an
excess of mindless chatter. Then the
whole benefit of c.b. would be questioned - users would fall off in
frustration till the licence growth all
but stopped. The final H.O. Judge·
ment would then be a predictable
"we told you so it was only a passing
craze of no use to man nor beast".
Italy is probably the nearest
equivalent to the U.K. one could
find. In the north and the centre are
the great connurbations in relatively
flat country. Down the centre is a
range of fair size hills - like our
Pennines and in the south its very

mountainous like our Lake District
and Scotland. The average rig
. pushing out 12 to 15 watts effective
is
fine
for
most
radiation
circumstances but in the mountains
there is justification for 50 watt
burners in GENUINE EMERGENCY situations to reach help.
The local bears understand this and
only bust the blatantly irresponsible
users despite being illegal. Also the
bears have ears and are inquisitive of
foreign whee'ls especially customs
like mine_ But gain a neat job running
clean can break all the construction
and use rules in the book and not be
busted. The emphasis is on respan·
sible behaviour. It is the irresponsible
ones who give us 'wall to wall
spagetti' due to skip or Sporadic-E at
1,300 miles. The notion that skip is
peculiar to 27MHz according to the
HO is bunkum - as frequency rises,
skip range tends to fall so we would
end up with wall-to-wall frog or krout
instead! The longer the skip distance
the weaker the signal so in this
respect any 'improvement' on
27MHz would be found at lower
frequencies not higher as implied by
the H.O. Also lower frequencies have
better ground plane propagation/penetration properties - even
better local range but would make a
nonsense of 40 channels! 27MHz is
the best compromise available, that is
why the Yanks chose it in the first
place.
M. E. J. Wrlghr
High Wycombe, Bucks.

LIVELY LETTERS
Congratulations on a good
magazine. We found CB World
full of good information and
ideas. We enjoyed the lively
letters page and one letter of
particular interest was that from
the Andover 27 Club with which
we totally agree.
Now that c.b.Is legalised every
breaker should register with a
Club. This would benefit both the
user and non-user of c.b. There
will be many problems which will
need solving and more heads are
better than one.
Our home 20 (Little Village) we
break on 14 and can also pick up
breakers on 19 on the slabs, so we
can receive good copies either
way. We do feel also that there
should be nationally agreed
breaking channels such as 19 for
trockers and 14 for others.
If the majority of countrIes
using c.b. are on 27MHz. a.m.
surely
some
enterprising
electronics firm could come up
with a cheap and easily fitted
ntter to stop t.v.i and s.t.I. These
could be fitted to existing units
and
also
built
into
the

manufacture of new rip. Also
could you print the names of
firms that stock transistors.
A final point. We can see the
potential c.b. can offer to a
community, to those housebound
and elderly. Our local club is at
present trying to set up a 24-hour
monitorIng service on 09 to cover
the motorways.
Flyboy and Maggot

Lymm, Cheshire.

and he told me he was t.n
Lagertown with hIs family and it
really comforted me to talk to
him because as he was new, I lost
a little mike fright and I'm
getting a bit more 10.4 In the
scene now.
I really like your selection of
QSL cards you featured In issue
No. 2 and I myself would like to
design one, but I haven't the
faintest idea how to.

The Stranger

CB SOCIETY
FOR G.B.
I have been in Telecommunications
all my life and have had a go at
Amateur Radio (ex VS90C 1960). I
did not renew my licence and I failed
Part 2 but passed Part I of RAE in
Britain, so c.b. is just the thing for
me. Anyway. as the government have
now introduced c.b. there must exist
the CB Society of GB just as there is
the Radio Society of GB for the
Amateur Radio enthusiasts and other
big social organisations.
Having set this up it must be up to
the users of c.b. to behave themselves
on the air and be respectable. If they
don't they will be traced and their
licenct s confiscated. Also if the
conduct is not kept up the Home
Office could close the whole thing
down. They certainly will not waste
the country's courts time. The CB
Society of GB should black-list these
'turkeys' then mOst c.bers would give
them the QRT until they toe the line.
But we must start off'CB Britain' on
the right footing as it's going to be
here to stay.
On the ham bands - VHF in
London - we had a lot of'squeekers'
with tapes on them, but alas no action
from H.O. So really c.bers are going
to have to look after their own system
they cannot rely on the GPO or
Home Office when c.b. finally
becomes legalised.
I expect the Home Office will make
a free bible for licence holders similar
to FCC rules in America. Finally I
hope the radio trade get the business
when it all happens, not the garages.
Pack Rar
Finch/ey

RUBBER BANDER
BREAKS
Your magazine is really 10-4 and
I'm glad, in the second issue, you
printed more advertisements.
I'm a Lagertown breaker
myself and I've been on the air
just three nights, riding shotgun
with the Scarecrow in his home
20.
I had a copy with another
Rubber Dander from Sun City

Clwyd

VILLAGE
HANDLE
I have just read your FeblMarch issue
of CB World and was impressed by
the response from 'Those who dared'
although the number of handles
published is only a small fraction of
the rig owners on channel it really isa
start in the right direction.
What I would like to see in the near
future is a set of area directory's
listing c.bers handles with their home
20's, and calling channel. Where I
live now, (ex U.S.A. Teamster) we.
only have a small community of
conon-picker's, mostly truckers on
19 but we all monitor 14 when not
pushing our big wheels around. The
village has had a nick-name from the
year dot, and we are 'now using it as
our code name "The Treacle Mines"
calling on 14.

The Diesel Clipper
San-att, Herts.

DEMO TO
CB WORLD
I have decided to sell all my
pigeons, stop partaking of all
brown bottles etc. etc. to enable
Florrie to buy me a chicken box
that will cover 20 channels on 27
MHz FM with power output of
not more than two watts, then I
will bet you my spare tin of
pigeon corn that I shall be legal
when Willey says his PEACE in
the House ofCommoDs.
Our next aim should be to
organise one big eyeball outside
of "Quadrant House" that's the
home 20 of the Publishers of this
splendid magazine to force them
to publish once a month.

Andy Capp,
SillingbOlwe

No don't please organise a mass
eyeball outside Quadrant House. We
promise to go monthly if you don't
(see 'Come On'). You owe me a tin of
corn - you were only half right. Half
a tin will do - Ed.
CB WORLD
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DESIGN AWARD
FOR CB RIGS?
Compliments on a super mag. Many
more please!
Now c.b. will become legalised in the
autumn there are bound to be many
who will jump on the bandwagon of
producing inexpensive rigs. I only
hope they give a little time to
designing the exterior as well as the
circuitry. Truckers' cabs usually have
the space for the larger equipment;
but the poor old family car has barely
enough room for the car radio far less
anything else.
U.K. electronic whizz kids, come
on!

Bill Perryman
Bury St. Edmlmds
Talking to some visitors from the
U.S.A. they say that the latest sets are
smaller now. Small is beautiful they
say - Ed.

HAMPSHIRE HIT
Mter giving my local news stand
the once over recently I came
across just about the best thing
ever to hit Hampshire. Yep, CB
World. It had penetrated even
my own Home 20, it being issue
No. 2. Having read it and

reminded myself of getting all
future copies I put myself to the
task of writing in my congratulations. Flattery aside, I should
like to add a few to the "Those
who Dared" section. So for the
Breakers who motivated my
interest - immortality. I caught
my ears in Shefford Beds, which
leads to my next point. The locals
in this area slip into slang. and
generally it runs like this. Ford
being the latter half of most local
town names becomes Henry
(Ford). Consequently: Sleeping
Henry Bedford, Building
Henry Langford, Cooking
Henry - Shefford, came about,
so if any breakers passing
through get baffied - no worry
its the good buddies around
confusing Smokey and Buzby.
Finally a word of praise for a
scheme called 'check back' run
by a local c.b. shop. For SOp a
year they will register details ofa
Breaker's rig and give him access
to their files plus an up-to-date
stolen rigs list. The aim is to trace
and deter the steaters of rigs.
More power to IPC for a great
mag. Well Done.
The Flying Rock,
Odiham

SMOKEY AND CB
If the American Smokeys that are
using c.b. whilst on duty say that it
doesn't
imerfere
with
their

transmissions on Police radio, why
then do so many people over here say
that c.b. does cause interference on
police, fire, ambulance, and heaven
knows what else. A recent survey in
the U.S.A. said that on average,
c.bers help save 2555 lives every year.
That means that approximately 7
people could die in this country every
day because of the lack of c.b. As
proved in your Feb/March edition of
CB World, lives can be and are saved,
within minutes when c.b. is used, and
yet we're still being busted heavily.
We are not rapists, thieves, murderers or vandals. All we are guilty of
is that fact that we talk to each other
and help out when needed. Changing
the subject please let us have no more
of the boring British lorries, bring
back the Americans, at least they
have style and class in plenty. Keep
up the great mag.

The Texan,
Enfield

SMOKEYWITH
CB?
I did notice a great shortage of
handles and locations in my
area, I don't think it's the cost of
the postage that's put them off,
it's more due to the powers that
be stamping around. They
appear to chase any car that
sprouts a twig and ~earch it to try
.and find a rig, which is duly
confiscated. The smokies appear
to be fitting them in their own

jam butties and pandas because
several people have noticed that
when a stationary smokey is
passed, the signal's meter goes
over to 9 + . My guess is that they
are waiting for somebody to reply
"STOP KEYING THE MIKE",
and then the chase is on, with the
usual result. The rig is confiscated to line another smokey's
set of wheels.
So the order of the day or night
is keep a very tow profile. Black
Opal. I'm gone.
M. Gibbons
Harllepool
Now would smokey really fit nicked
rigs. I chewed up your letter as asked

-Ed.

NATIONAL
HANDLE LIST
Well well Good Buddies, I've just
bought your issue No. 2, I missed the
first. Its a good mag and set to be a
winner. What a great idea to publish a
national Handle List (and for free)
without some sly sod making pounds
for a so-called registration. I'd be
grateful if you could publish my
handle as well in your next edition
along with a mention for the club,
i.e. Milktown Breakers, ifs obvious
why if you think of H"udder"field.
Also enclosed is a list of local Yorkshire 20's you might not have.

Broch Badger
Huddersfield

SUBSCRIBE

TO
CB WORLD
CB WORLD is available at all leading newsagents and
bookshops such as W.H. Smith, John Menzies and
others. However, copies sell fast and sometimes
newsagents run out. We would prefer you to place a
firm order with our local newsagent. If you won't or
can't, send us your green stamps and leave the rest to
us.
I wish to receive CB WORLD for 1 year and my £8.50 made
payable to IPC Business Press Ltd. is attached. My name
and address is:
We are IRELAND'S LEADING C.B. SUPPLIERS and
stock most makes of communication equipment.
Whatever your requirements we will endeavour to
supply th~m for you.
We are also noted for our reliable postal service.
Bulk orders welcome.
You will always get friendly advice and help when you
call DR. DON at:

CONTEMPORARY COMMUNICATIONS LTD.
81, ECCLES STREET, DUBLIN 7
(OFF DORSET STREET)
TELEPHONE: DUBLIN 304274
MONDAY TO FRIDAY lOAM TO 5PM
SATURDAY 12 NOON TO 2PM
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Name ..
Address ..

•.•......•.................................•.•....•.•.•....•..•..•..•..•..•....•.•.•.•..•..•..•.•...•..... CB/3

Send to:
CB WORLD
Room 312, I.P.C. Business Press Ltd.
Quadrant House, The Quadrant
Sutton, Surrey 5M2 5AS

PROTECT YOUR RADIO!
Fit the
Blair
security
lock to
your radio.

~,.

EASY TO FIT - CHEAP TO BUY
TRADE ENQUIRIES ONLY

J NBLAIR LTD . Riverside. Market Harborough . Leics LE16 7PT . Tel. 0858 64853

C.B. RADIO ACCESSORIES
WE DO:

Direct importing of all types of CB
radio accessories and electronic
consumer goods and supply to

TRADE ONLY
WE HA YE: Big stocks, a big range and give big

discounts.
WE ARE:

INOSEC LTD.,
1-5, WATER LANE,
HOLBECK, LEEDS 11, W. YORKS
Telephone (0532) 445488 or 445479

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY 10AM to 6PM

(CLOSED ALL DAY SA TURDAY)

SUNDAYS 10AM to 1PM
CB WORLO
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Nor
THE REGULAR early Sunday evening
customers at the Red Lion, Baynards in
Surrey could not quite make out what was
happening on this freezing cold night.
Some thought it was a car rally, some said
a treasure hunt and some said a ham radio
enthusiast meeting. In fact they were all
correct as they watched another bevy of
breakers in brightly coloured rally jackets
rush in from the cold, nod to a friend, stop
briefly on their way to the bar or the fire
whichever was more pressing.
In the centre of the group - which was
growing larger by the minute were one or
two fellows who were trying to look official
and important. What was going on you may
well ask - as did all in the Red Lion.
They were about to organise what has
become known as the Great Baynards
foxhunt but from the start it was doomed for
disaster.
Questions came from all directions, some
demanding answers and others requiring
rude twO finger gestures, seen quite. a lot
amongst c.bers.
Finally it was on, as the officials satisfied
themselves that every entrant had paid their
£I entrance free. Fear, apprenhension and
excitement gripped those in that bar as they
rushed around downing pints and shorts in
readiness for what was ahead. Others were
staring out of the windows shaking their
heads at the worsening weather conditions.
At that time of utter chaos, one man along
stood above all others. This was the breaker
known to many as Tarantular. He stood
above all others because he was six feet six
inches tall. Apart from that he was used less
as everyone else.
There was a 30 second lull before the
storm and in the electrified atmosphere
breakers considered the partner they had
been paired with, gave a moment of thought
to the safety and efficiency of their cars and
rigs, downed more pints and shofts and
waited for the off. Tarantular and Soldier
Ant were selected as the fox and as they
moved towards the door they were given the
usual hoot, abuse and good luck signs. As the
fox they were given ten minutes start.
During this ten minutes, tension reached
fever pitch as even more beer was downed
and it became obvious that something had to
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give. This kind of tension couldn't last, a
release valve had to be opened and in a flash
there it was - Mission Control wet himself.
The great moment had arrived and the
official of the club announced.
"Wright yoos peepol, ket goink and fint
that blooty fox" (he had been downing as
many pints as possible).
All hell broke out, some ran for their cars,
some ran for the toilets, some ran away,
some ran into each other but most found
themselves outside in a freezing car park
jumping out of the way as cars were pulling
out at speeds that made the start of the
Monaco Grand Prix look like the London to

Brighton vintage car rally.
The stan was not without incident as
Sweet Martini's Mini rammed Blue Boy's
Land Rover and promptly fell apart. Seven
gallons of super glue would not ftx it and as
it was blocking the entrance to the car park
something had to be done.
Fortunately Happy Hippo's Vauxhall ran
into Dirty Dogs Rover, which in turn
pushed the Lone Ranger's Volkswagen into
the crippled Mini reducing it to pieces small
enough for everyone to drive over.
It had been previously arranged th at
channel 22 would be the foxhuming channel
and had you been in that area with your ears

on you would have heard. "Ouch" "blast" - "turn left" - "turn right" "don't turn at all" - "keep up" - "turn
left" - "is that you" - "this is me" and
many other exclamations that indicates to all
that a fox hunt is in progress.
Now at this time of total confusion one
man stood above all others. Bur his only
virtue was the fact that he was riding
shotfung in a bright red London double
decker bus - on the top floor.
A voice of authority came over channel 22
and said "Don't shpeak over the hair if yoos
don't haf anythink to say". To the intelligent
breaker this meant keep radio silence, just
monitor.
No one knows how Country Cousin's Fiat
came to be upside down in a ditch. He and
his partner Angel Eyes (when found was
reduced to a gibbering shivering wreck)
couldn't explain either. Anyway, they were
put right sides up by other hdpful breakers
and after a rest, carried on as if nothing had
happened.
Jerry Hat Trick, who had teamed up with
the Milky Bar Kid, were convinced that with
all their expertise they would win hands
down. They had stuck to tomato juice back
at the pub and had fairly clear heads. Mind
you, they had with them about a £1,000
worth of c.b. equipment, like radar, night
binos, maps, thermos flasks, torches,
searchlight, compass and a thihg for getting
srones out of horses hooves. With all this
they were sure the prize was theirs, umil
they heard the Madman's beach buggy
reversing down the coumry lane at 60 m.p.h.
towards them. Jerry Hat Trick threw his car

into escape gear and reversed down the lane
just a rig's width in from of Madman's
buggy. The Madman was alone (no one
wanted to ride shotgun with him) and was so
intem on watching his 's' meter he was
oblivious to the chaos he had started.
Insiide his car Jerry and M.B.K. were
pan icing. They were flat out in reverse gear
and could not see a place wide enough for
them to escape through and let Madman
pass. A stroke of luck, a gap and whoosh!
they were in, letting Madman go by with
inches to spare. Jerry asked M.B.K. ifit was
really Madman and he replied. "I didn't
actually see him but I'd recognised that
laugh anywhere".
Composing themselves they ventured out
again and Bang! They drove straight into the
Madman - he was on his way back again.
Mission Control's Dagenham Dustbin was
found up a tree. Mission Control and the
Major were found in a pub. As Mission
Control's black box (flight recorder) was
never found, a doubt still hangs round how
he crashed. Some say he was just unlucky,
others say he was coming in for a three point
landing and then suddenly sobered up. It's
strange that from that day to this no one has
ever got any sense out of Mission Comrol.
Mind you no one got any sense out of him
before.
Cars were tearing all over southern Surrey,
some were reported at Calais when the word
went out that the fox had been caught. At
this point the publishers decided to leave out
the words expressed by breakers overjoyed at
letting someone else win.
Some of the breakers made their way back

ta the Red Lion via intensive care units at
passing hospitals, others by way of breaker's
yards, garages, pubs and mental homes.
Many more pints were downed that night
and the swopping of stories and the
evening's events will live forever in their
memories. So will the name of Spitfire, for it
was he who had spotted the fox. He had won
the first Baynards fox hunt, his name would
be forever immortalised in the Surrey c.b.
scene, plus a mention in CB World. One
other thing sploit that night. The Professor
(The Club's Secretary) was never found. A
reward of £10 has been offered by Blue
Knight that should he be found before the
cut off date then all will be witness to Blue
Knight actually shelling out £10 to the
finder.
Dear CB World readers. As you can see a
foxhunt can be arranged. All it requires is a
bit of commonsense. First you decide the
ground on which to play i.e. a pub, church
or village. The organiser decides that the fox
will only 'go out' up to a radius of3·4 miles.
Obviously the fox has a head start and he
parks once he has reached the agreed
distance. Using a predetermined calling
channel the fox transmits every 60 seconds
or so. The hounds (Breakers) by watching
their 's' meter can gauge, by the poundage,
how close he is getting. When a wall-ta·wall
copy is obtained its preuy obvious your prey
is within spitting distance. Once located go
up and spit at the fox and you have won. By
the way [he story above is pure fiction. We
suggest you leave the brown bottles out of it
if you arrange a fox hunt.
Editor

ATTENTION!
All retailers and
wholesalers. 100,000 top
quality embroidered sew
on patches hot from the
U.S.A. 30 new designs,
definite sellers. Plus the
standard range of top
class American patches.

BOB MASSEY
CAP & EMBLEMS
SEAWALLS, PILNING,
BRISTOL
TELEPHONE: 045 45 2601
CB WORLD
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The National Committee for the
Legalisation of Citizens Band Radio

NATCOLCIBAR WAS formed in Wednes·
bury, West Midlands, on 2nd December
1979. Prior to this, excellent local work was
being done by th~ many individual c.b. clubs
and organizations around the country. The
National Committee represents the con·
census view of some 100 clubs and organizations campaigning for the legalization of a
generally available Citizen's Radio service.
The dubs have a combined membership of
some 130,000.
The Technical and Industrial Sub-Group
of the National Committee represents the
views of major electronic manufacturers and
retailers in the U.K. Additionally technical
delegates from the campaign dubs provide a
valuable input in representing the future
market. To date the sub-group has some 30
members.
The National Committee has briefed
members of the All Party Parliamentary
Working Party on c.b. radio. It has made
representations to the Minister prior to the
publication of the Home Office discussion
document <Open Channel'. It has co-ordinated a <Weekend of Action' and <Free the
Airwaves' balloon race in major U.K. cities.
It organised the Trafalgar Square Rally. It
maimained an exhibition stand at the
National Microprocess.or and Electronics
Centre. It co-ordinated the 120,000 signature national petition. It promoted the
campaign theme song <C.b. Independence'
by the country and western group Roadrunner 10-4. It represented the U.K.
Citizen's Band Radio movement at meetings
of the European c.b. Federation (Hilver·
sum), REACT (Radio Emergency Associated Citizens Teams), International
Convention (Atlanta, U.S.A.), Tele·
communications Users Association,
Communication Users Action Group and
the TelecC'mmunications Council (London).
We are also proud ro be represented at the
inaugural meeting of REACT (U.K.) Supporters Clu~ (Bristol) whose aims, through
c.b. radio, the National Committee wholeheanedly supports.
The National Committee will also be
lobbying future meetings of R22 sub-group
ofCEPT in furtherance ofa trans-European
specification.
The National Committee has also been
active internally with the three main political
panics. At the Conservative Pany Conference (Blackpool) in 1979, five lvlotions were
available for ballot and the National Committee and Parliamentary Working Pany
joined forces to explain c.b. radio to a packed
meeting.
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One year later, at the 1980 Party Conference (Brighton) the Chairman, Richard
Town, G.L.C., represented delegates by
sharing a platform with the Secretary of
State for Scotland. The case for c.b. radio in
assisting post nuclear-attack survival is put
through the Chairman's position as Communications adviser to the National Council
for Civil Defence (London). A discussion
paper was also prepared by the Greater
London Area of c.P.C. (Central Office).

This pressure both locally and nationally
will continue until a viable Citizen's Band
service is legalized in the U.K. Once legalization of c.b. is given the green light the
NATCOLCIBAR will become a national
protection organization working for a trans·
European specification and protecting our
Citizen's Band from other, unauthorized
users. A decision to this end was taken at the
last NATCOLCIBAR meeting held at
County Hall on February 20th.

THE LEGAL SITUATION
THE POST OFFICE Radio Interference
Service is empowered by the Secretary of
State for the Home Departmem to
uphold the conditions of the Wireless
Telegraphy Act 1949 and 1967, the latter
being supported by Statutory Instrumem
No. 61 1968. Where c.b. radio is concerned, there are three possible offences.
Installation - Sect. I WT Act 1949
makes it an offence to install apparatus
for wireless telegraphy except in accordance with a licence. The offence is the act
of installation, not of being in possession
of installed equipment. Use - also Sect. 1
WT Act 1949. This offence is committed
by using the equipment to transmit. It is
necessary to establish that the equipment
is capable of transmitting. An admission
of use is required from the owner or
evidence of the content of transmissions
proved to be radiating from the equipment. Importation - Sect. 7 WT Act
1967 and SI No. 61,1968. In the major·
ity of cases c.b. equipment is imported
for use in this country contrary to the
Statutory Instrument and is then subject
to action by H.M. Customs & Excise.

NATCOLCI BAR'S
VIEW
From extrapolation of Parliamentary
questions each prosecution costs in the
region of £4,000. To this must be added
Police and Customs & Excise time. Yet
the application of these statutes is
becoming increasingly difficult from an
individual magistrate's decision through
to apparent non-co-operation of the
police makes this sphere of activity
increasingly fruitless and confusing.
Even the statutory authorities are themselves confused.
Example: This paragraph from the

Official Directive from the Home Office
to the Post Office Interference Depart·
ment, quote, "it emphasises that there is
no power under the WT Acts for the
Police, Post Office or Customs & Excise
to detain apparatus for evidential or any
other purpose. Apparatus may only be
removed or obtained with the owner's
consent" unquote.
FaCl: Sect. 139 (3) of the Customs &
Excise Management Act 1979 states that
any item seized by the Police which is or
may be required for use in connexion
with any proceedings to be brought,
Olherwise than under the Customs &
Excise Acts, may be retained by them
until proceedings are complete or a
decision not to prosecute is made.
The latest in a series of statements
made by the Minister in that, "We are
aware of some problems of enforcement"
and "We believe that our proposals will
provide a satisfactory alternative. If
necessary we shall take steps to ban the
sale and advertising of illegal sets". The
problem of enforcement, confusion over
powers of arrest and confiscation of
equipment as well as the need to seek
fresh banning legislation plus the cost of
the public purse. These problems will
only be overcome by the introduction of a
viable Citizens Band Radio Service in the
United Kingdom. The National Com·
minee and its Technical & Industrial
Sub-Group believes that the Home Office
proposals contained in its discussion
document 'Open Channel' for a service
on a frequency above 928 mHz will not
provide a satisfactory alternative. The
continued insistence of the Home Office
of utilizing this frequency will exacerbate
the problems outlined. If ever there was a
surer way of giving a £4501 industry to
our main industrial competitors, this is it.

*( From International Q-Signals, Are you
If

experiencing interference?")
INTERFERENCE (QRM) to TV sets and.
hi-fi outfits is a big talking point in the press
with the big finger being pointed to the CBers
and their 27MHz AM transceivers. But what
should the attitude of the CBef be in this
matter? Aside from the fact that this CB
operation is illegal what are the merits of the
two sides in the dispute?
The average CB set, from the US or the Far
East, is designed to meet pretty stringent
electrical requirements particularly with
regard to spurious emissions. On the other
hand the average TV set in the UK has
almost no in-built circuitry designed to
suppress external signals outside the TV
band of frequencies. We are talking about
the UHF sets, although the old mono sets
are not much better.
Hi-fi set-ups are equally lacking in such
protection although it would cost the
manufacturer a matter of pence to fit the
necessary components during construction.
So why should the CBer put himself out to
cure QRM for which, technically speaking,
he is not to blame? This is the crux of the
AM/FM controversy. Of course FM will
cause far, far less QRM all round which is
why the Government has plumped for it. But
how do you get 360,000 CB AMers to junk
their rigs and get into FM?
With the majority of CB rigs being mobile
there is virtually nothing the CBer can do to
stop QRM with every TV or hi-fi outfit as he
passes through a built-up area. He can get a
low pass filter from a CB accessories shop
that will let the 27MHz signal be radiated but
cut off anything above about 40MHz. This
will help but the basic problem is the
relatively high signal level, even if only
briefly, that gets into the TV or hi-fi and
straight on to the input of the transistors.
These are then overloaded and work in a nonlinear manner thus acting as detectors, and
the CB audio goes right through to the
speakers on an audio amplifier or interferes
with the TV picture, from a faint cross-hatch
to complete picture wipe-out.
The main problem with QRM from CBers
will come with the proliferation of fixed
stations in urban and suburban areas, a
problem not unknown to the radio amateur,
whose guardian Radio Society of Great
Britain has been dealing with this matter for
several decades, with a special committee able
to deal with member's individual problems. It

INPUT

ex

Fig. 1 First step in curing
interference in audio amplifiers is
to fit a small 270pF silver mica
capacitor, ex, directly between
the base of the input
transistor and earth by the
shortest possible leads.

Fig. 2 Better filtering can be got by
adding an RF choke immediately
on the pin of the input socket in
addition to the capacitor. These
modifications must be carried out
on both channels of a stereo audio
system.
is a matter of going round to all those TV set
and hi-fi owners and persuading them to let
you fix a couple ofcomponents or a filter into
their equipment. Something which calls for a
lot of diplomacy!
The basic cure for an audio amplifier is to

solder a capacitor from the input transistor to
the earth ofthe printed circuit board using the
shortest possible leads, Fig 1. The capacitor
should be around 270pF in value and ofsilver
mica construction, costing only a few pence
each. Don't forget that with a stereo amplifier
a capacitor should be so fitted to each of the
input transistors, usually from the base
connection to earth.
If there is a separate pre-amplifier then fit
the capacitors to that first but it won't hurt to
fit them to the input transistors of the main
amplifier at the same time. Basically the
interfering signal gets in through the various
input leads, from a tuner, turntable etc and
the interconnecting leads between pre-amps
and main amplifiers. The leads may be well
screened from the audio point of view but for
RF they look like sieves!
In stubborn cases it may be necessary to fit
extra components such as an RF choke, Fig 2.
In this case disconnect the input lead from the
input socket itself, right at the panel, and
solder the lead to the remaining end of the
choke. Both input connections must be thus
treated in stereo amplifiers, usually at the
same socket.
Even more suppression can be obtained
with Fig 3. where a second capacitor is added,
also right at the socket and to the nearest earth
point, usually the point where the screened
lead braid is earthed. In general these
modifications will not affect the performance
of the audio amp.
In the case of interference to a TV set (TVI)
the set is virtually wide open to an interfering
signal and a cure can be very difficult to
achieve. But try a high pass filter this time
which will stop the CB signal on 27MHz and
hopefully, pass only the UHF TV signal on to
the TV set. The filter is simply connected
between the aerial lead and the aerial socket
on the TV and is fitted with standard fittings.
The IF stages of UHF TV receivers usually
operate over a wide band of frequencies
between around 35 and 40MHz which is not
too far away in terms of frequency from
27MHz but these stages are frequently well·
screened so problems from that direction
may be minimal. While the remedies for
audio QRM are fairly standardised TV sets
tend to be individuals needing individual
treatment in the panicular circumstances.
What may work one set may not work at ........
another place, even with the same model.
".
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THE LAST major c.b. legalisation rally
occurred on Se Valentines Day, February
14th. For the first time the National
Committee (NATCOLCIBAR) and the
Ballymoney Breakers joined forces for a
major march through the town. The guest
speakers were Gerry Brizzell - National
Officer of Help, Aid and Rescue Personne1the voluntary monitoring organisation ofEire
(H.A.R.P.) and Richard Town, G.L.C.,
Chairman of the National Committee. The
Rally was auended by well over 1,400
members of both Ulster and Eire clubs.
The march was led by a well turned out
Plymouth Fury customised as a Californian
State Highway patrol vehicle of the 23rd
Precinct. Every detail that is, except the
number plate which was of New York State
origin.

BOB MASSEY CAP AND EMBLEMS
PRODUCERS OF TOP QUALITY EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS

10,000 people can't be wrong. That's how many British CBers have
hp.p.n sold to date. Here are two more to add to your collection.

CB BELT BUCKLES
Top quality American made buckles made of pewter with brass
overlay.

£3.25

85p

65p

75p

65p

EXCLUSIVE TO BOB MASSEY CAP & EMBLEMS
And how here's what you have all been waiting for - County CB
Emblems, made of top quality washable material with heavy weight
embroidery .

+ 25p Post & Package

CB SWEAT SHIRTS AND T SHIRTS
We now have 9 different designs which you can have on your
sweat shirts or T shirts. Shirts available in white, black, red, yellow,
sky blue, and navy. Sizes S, M, L, Ex. and give alternative colour.
Not Shown:
Channel 19
Channel 14
Licensed CB Operator
Super CB Operator
CB Operator (Union Jack)

Price SOp inclusive VAT Post & Package
NEW CB EMBLEMS
10.7 Out of Service 65p
Beware Smokey In The Air 65p
Break Damit Break 65p
I Run An Alligator Station 65p
Channel 19 For Truckers 65p
Don't Feed The Bears 65p
Watch ,The Bears 65p
No 1 Skip Talker, Pedal To This Metal, Big Numbers To You,
That's A Big Ten Four, What's Your Twenty, Good Buddy, I'll be
CBing You, Break That's No Rubber Duck, Channel 14, Channel
19, CB Nut, Do It In A Truck CB, Truckers Do It Best, Super CB
Operator, lOA County Mounty. 60p each or three for £1.50.

Price: Sweat Shirts £6.95
T Shirts £3.25
Have your handle or club put on to shirt. Black or white flock
lettering lOp a letter.
CB BOOKS
The Big Dummy's Guide To CB Radio £2.95 inc P.P.
The Best Book on CB [3.95 inc P.P.
Slanguage Language £2.50 inc P.P.
C.B. Lingo Bible 60p inc P.P.
Give 14 days for shipping

BOB MASSEY CAP AND EMBLEMS
SEAWALLS, PILNING. Nr. BRISTOL
HORSE TRADER
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Tol: 045 45 2601

Sectarian Divide
Great emphasis was laid on the use of c.b.
radio in providing communication across the
Sectarian divide. The majority of sets in use
appear to be fixed in the home rather than
mobile, since the Special Powers Act is being
used to oust equipment from the Northern
Ireland breakers cars. The popularity of base
stations is evident from the numbers of
Stardusters and Silver Rods antennae fixed
atop roofs. I even spotted a Moonraker
(cubical quad with eight directive elements)
fixed, complete with rotator precariously
close to the side ofa country cottage. C.b. in
Northern Ireland has risen from a minority
hobby to a major pastime. C.b. has caused a
rebirth of a social consciousness and
community spirit which, due to the
"troubles" one would have thought long
since dead. Ulster C.ber's have marched,
formed clubs and raised over £15,000 for
charity. At the time of the writers visit to

CALLING ALL CB ENTHUSIASTS
Wholesale prices direct to the public
COMPARE OUR PRICES
WITH OTHER RETAIL
SHOPS

DV27,,,,, ... """""""""" £5.75
MS 264s and 610s. disguised
aerials""" .... ,.. " .. " ... £23.50
Hirshman (with Splitter)
£17.50
PA Horns"""""."".""" £5.75
Splitter Box""" .. "."""" £6. 00
CB Receiver ... " ... " ... " ... £9.25
Hours of opening
Monday-Saturday
10 a,m.-6 p.m,
Late night Thursday till 8 p,m,
Sunday 10 a,m,-1 p.m.
Full Range
Firestik Antenna

Rigs always in stock
Viceroys Midland
Sharp, Ham Int,
Major. Highgain
5s, President
Adams, Fanon
Fanfairs, Formal
120s, Tristar
747s Concordes

SPECIAL OFFER
SWR Meters incl. free
patch lead,
Usual SWR
Meter Price
...£.lHW

£7.50

Co-axial RG58U
30p per metre
CO-axial RGS" .. 70p per metre'
K40 Power-mikes .. "" ... £37,50'
Turner Powermikes" .. " £24.25
Cheap Powermikes from £5,75
Extension Speakers. """ .£4.50
Burners from .... " .. " ... " £25,00
Slide Mounts""""",,,,,,, £4,50
Pre-amp .. ,
""
,. £14,95
Complete suppression kit
£11,95
PL259, .. ,.. "".", .. ",,,.,, .. ,.,.70p
QUICK REPAIR SERVICE
AVAILABLE

CHELMER CB
ACCESSORIES
50. Duke Street, Chelmsford
Tel: Chelmsford 87698/351359
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Ulster, the Northern Ireland media's view of
c.b. was still mainly against. I asked "Rocky"
chairman of the Balleymoney c.b. club about
allegations that 27MHz is used to detonate
bombs. "Rubbish" he replied, "any
frequency can be used for this purpose.
Imagine a terrorist with a bomb primed for
detonation on 27MHz and then carrying it to
a target. With the number ofbreakers we have
here there only -needs to be one active c.ber
close by and boom - no terrorist!

The Nonhern Ireland media also claims
that terrorists plan raids by using c.b. Says
Rocky again "When two breakers are
modulating there are at least five or six on the'
side, listening. The terrorist's plans would,
within minutes, be known to more people
than as if it has been on the 1 o'clock news,
Terrorists need privacy to plan, not
publicity."
If there ever was, only one reason for legal
c,b. in U,K. Northern Ireland is it.

ltA~R~P IU'OhJl\C

NO, the above is not a well known brown
bottle but Help Aid and Rescue Personnel. A
voluntary organisation which monitors the
emergency - incident channel of citizens'
band and also transmits details of requests for
assistant to the appropriate emergency
authority. Whilst HARP is a voluntary
organisation it is well organised on strict
professional lines, Members monitor for
much of the day with particular attention to
the penod 2U.UU-U 1.0U hours.

Structure
HARP has a board ofmanagement consisting
of five people responsible for laying down
national standards of conduct. They are also
working members of various local teams and
are very much involved in HARP's day-today operation.

Close liaison with other emergency
organisations is monitored through the
National Officer. He is also a working
operator in a field team. Eire is subdivided
into eight regions corresponding with Civil
Defence areas. Each has a regional officer.
A HARP monitor serves a three month
probationary period. During this time it is
mandatory to obtain a first aid cenificate to
the Order of Malta, Red Cross or S, John
Ambulance standards. In addition, monitors
should be over 21 (18 years for base station
monitors). It is the responsibility of team
leaders to ensure that a fledgling monitor is
not liable to go on an ego trip or panic under
pressure in dealing with an emergency.
On receipt of a 10-33 the monitor obtains
the exact location of the incident, type of
incident, (fire, accident, bomb, etc.) number

of injuries and their extent, whether any
persons remain trapped in their vehicles and
whether dangerous substances are involved at
the scene, such as gas, oil, petrol or acid.
HARP recommends some do's and don'ts
for the EmergencylIncident Channel
(channel 9 in Eire).

Rules for Channel 9
Do answer all calls for emergencies and
Motorists Assistance
Do switch non-emergencies to another
channel
Do use the land-line to relieve monitor when
you take over
Do as far as possible, ignore non-emergency
users on Channel 9
Do when it is necessary, handle emergency
calls courteously, remind non-emergency
callers that Channel 9 is officially limited to
emergency calls.
Do remember, others may be monitoring
Channel 9

Don't use Channel 9 for non-emergency
co~munications

Don't argue with other emergency.monitors
Don't have prolonged communications on
Channe19
Don't use radio when telephone is available
Don't scold others for abusing Channel 9
rules
The National Committee recommends a
combined caUinglincidem channel to be
located nearest to the band centre. Such a
channel would not repeat not be used for
ratchet jawing.

THE NEW PLACE FOR
CB RADIOACCESSORIES
Connexions.open as Nationally appointed distributors of the
world famous Shakespeare, Vanco & K40 Ranges, with large
UK stocks of the latest and best in CB accessories at the most
competitive prices.
But don't just take our word for it. Come and see for yourself,
or give us a ring. Trade and Agents enquiries welcome.

K40

"T T

VANl:O
V

K40Mike

CB Mobile Antennas

The mike that's been described

The incredible Shakespeare pretuned mobile
antenna that delivers full 5/8 wave performance
with a power rating of 500 watts. Add continuous
loading for continuing power with the renowned
Shakespeare fibreglass construction and you hnve
a porcupilles delight!

SWR/Power Meter

8 Furrow Way,
Cannon Lane, Maidenhead, Berks.
Tel: Littlewick Green (062-882) 4338/9.

3.S-150 MHz.

by (US) CB Magazine as "A CB
technological breakthrough:'
Transmitting more power than
any microphone made it's
guaraflteedto out perform any
mike on any radio. Hearing is
believing!

(J
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Accurate, beautifully designed
meter with on the air indicator,
meter illumination and adual
antenna switch - for those who
want to use two antennas. The
SWR-8 has a frequency range of

OPEN 9.30 am-7.00 pm Mon-Sat.

11.00am-2.00prn Sun.

,------,8

Antennae!
Aerials! Twigs
A selection of twigs and their accessories:

~

t
,f

~

11

4

9

1. Telescopic M264
disguised antenna.

r;:===========:;-,

~----~6

AMI FMI CB stainless steel.

Power handling up to 60

watts.IA.S.1.
2. 'Jet Wing' boot lip
mount. Can be easily

removed to stop theft.
Japanese made.
3. 'Rabbits ears' trunk lipmount {Firestikl.

4. Electrically operated
antenna for AMI FM' CB.
Top loaded disguised. Non
electric versions also
available. Power handling

up to 25 watts.
5. Boot-Lip mount.
(FirestikJ.
6. Direction finding
antenna (Gold Line).
7. A selection of Firestik

antennae.
8. Centre loaded for
converting mobile c.b.
radio into base station
operation. IGold Line

U.S.A.1.
9. MA 125 Classic base
loaded antenna
manufactured in U.K. by

Antenna Specialists. It is
on a K22Q magnetic mount
which is an optional extra.
Power handling up to 25
watts.
10. Typical centre loaded
antenna made in Far East.
Power handling up to 25
watts.

Should 928 MHz ever
become legal two
manufacturers have
already produced an
antenna one of which
we show here. It is a
full 518th wave and you
can see by its size it is
very short compared
with a conventional c. b.
antenna.
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TOP QUALI
IC N ANUFACTURE
Please send me th
lIowing CB WORLD gear and
enclosed find remittance of
to cover
my order. Cheques and money orders should be made
payable to CB WORLD T-SHIRT OFFERS and sent to 10
MARSHALSEA ROAD, LONDON, SE1 1HL.

·r.. , ..........

s"

T-SHIRT

Size
Size
Size
Size

34"
36"
38"
40"

-

36"
38"
40"
42"

0
0
0
0

LONG SLEEVED
SWEAT SHIRT

Size
Size
Size
Size

34"
36"
38"
40"

-

36"
38"
40"
42"

0
0
0
0

Number
Required

c:::::J
c:::::J

El
c:::::J

§

at
8t
8t
at

£2.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95

each
each
each
each

'"
'"
'"

£
£
£
£

at £6.95 each - £
£
£
at £6.95 each - £

8t £6.95 88ch 8t £6.95 8ach -

CAPS (with badgel
All adjustable
Red
Black
Blue

0
0
0

El

BADGES (sew-on)

0

c=::J

c:::::J

et £2.95 each - £
8t £2.95 88ch 8t

£

£2.95 each - £

at £0.50 8ach - £

Total of order

-C

All prices Include V.A.T.• postage and packing.

Please send the whole order to my address shown below
(please print in capital letters)
Name:

Address: .
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TRAT
The right
connexion
One of the most recently opened c.b.

shops around is "Conncxion" in
Maidenhead. "Connexion". the sole

dislributor of "Vanca" is a major
stockist of "Shakcspeare" and "K40"
equipment. NO! only do they offer
good service, but also highly comper·
itive prices. Trade enquiries for all
their goods ranging from SWR
meters, antennae, power mikes and
filters are welcome.
Daniel Clifford one of the firm's
directors who has recently returned
from the U.S.A. to open the venture
told "CB WORLD". "We, like many
other firms are pleased about the
government's decision 10 legalise c.b
here in the U.K."
"Connexion" can be found at
8 Furrow Way, Cannon Lane,
Maidenhead, Berks.

CB catalogue from
J.w.R.
John Woolfe Racing have produced
their own C.B. Catalogue. 11 is
twenty four pages ofc.b. goodies, and
includes information on c.b. lingo
and codes.
The products are grouped for easy
identification ofthe accessory needed
and the whole publication is in two
colours. As well as covering the Mr.
C.B. range, it includes all Olher items
stocked by j.W.R.
].W.R. now have two c.b
catalogues avilable to retail and trade
cuStomers. The official Mr. C.B
catalogue and j.W.R.'s own. They
are both available at 95p each from
John Woolfe Racing, Woolfe House,
Norse Road, Bedford, MK41 OLF.

CB V Crystal
Palace FC
Al CB World we sec most provincial
new papers and monitor most Ihat is
said aboul c.b. lis incredible how
much dribble aClually gets in prinl.
Do you know that from these reports,
c.b. users are accused of interfering
with
the
following
hobbies,
appliances and systems. Some of
them arc feasible but really, some of
the others want believing:
Police Signals, TV Interference, HiFi Interference, Model Aircraft,
Heart Pacemakers, Hospital Paging,
Toasters, Electric Blankets, Audio

Typewriters, Transistor Radios,
Cine Equipment, Skin Desease.
Why nOI add volcanic eruption,
wealher
earthquakes,
arthritis,
Crystal Palace at the foot of Division
One, missed trains, signal failures
and Liverpool being knocked out of
the F.A. Cup.

CB poet
It's uses 10 me are quite simple
and would lead 10 no illegal ends,
if used for communily relations
could make lots of strangers new
friends.
There are lots of old and disabled
that CB could find lots of friends,
and a 10-33 on channel 09
could get help from a unit on
THAMES.
They would nOt be alone and
helpless
with a CB set on 09,
and even confined to their houses
they have help right Ihere on the
line.

Citizens Band
in Eire
The Republics Minister of POStS
announced on February 16th that
c.b. is to be legalised in Eire.
Fuller details will be published
later.
Details so far announced are:FM, 27MHz. The maximum
permined output will be 4 WailS
on 40 channels. There will be a
two year phasing-in period
during which the use ofa.m. sets
will be allowed but during which
impon of a.m. sets will be
prohibiled.
Note: The National Committee
for the legalisation of Citizens
Band Radio has incorporated into
its general policy an amnesly for
existing 27MHz AM equipment
following the Eire announcement. This policy has also been
adopted by the Parliamentary
Working Party, Ihe all pany
group ofMPs led by Pat rick Wall.
As CB World went to press,
Richard Town, GLC and I'atrick
Wall, MP were making representalion to the Home Office. We
wish them every success.

----r-~
Its a shame we're considered villains
for wanting 10 talk to friends,
or is it the thoughl that CB
could be used for subversive ends.
I am sure if I were subversive
CB's the lasl thing I'd use,
as there arc so many others who'd
hear it
it would be jusl like the 9 O'clock
news.
It's the right of each individual
to have freedom of speech if they ,
care,
you can do it by phone or by letter
bUI you're nicked if you do it by air.
There's so many illegal breakers
it musl cost Ihe lax payer a mint
to send out the men and equipment,
on each sad and pathetic stint.
So when you think thal CB's illegal,
with the chance of a real heavy
bust,
bUI it still has thousands of users,
we will never be biling the dust.
It's tOO lale 10 try now to change it
and get us to buy something new
and throwaway Ihe gear Ihat we
have,
I ask you, honest, WOULD YOU?
REMBRANDT - Brockley SE4
LaSt month we asked for all CB
Artists to send us their work (see
page fony). Now we ask for CB
Poems (not rudes ones please). Send
to CB World, IPe, Quadrant House,
Sutton, Surrey. Ed.

Home Secretary
replies
We reproduce a letter received by Mr.
W. Baker from The RI. Hon. William
Whitelaw. Nothing significant in its

_

I

content but its nice 10 know that
replies are sent to the people of this
country by its Home Secretary. Nice
one Sir.

CB tattoo
Wc have received a letter from a c.b.
tattoo artist and he has given CB
World his handle to include in our
register ofe.bers. CB World wiill give
away a free t-shirt to the first reader
dropping us a postcard giving the
code name of this tattoo anist (its not
TATTOO by the way). Send the card
10
CB World, IPC Electrical
Electronic Press, Quadrant House,
Sulton, Surrey. At the same time put
large, medium or small for Ihe I-shirt.
First correct answer wins.

27 Megahertz
Road
CB World called in to see busy Harry
Owen and his panner ofSSE (Surrey
Sussex Electronics) and in showing
us round we saw some amazing gear
and prices. They make their own full
III .,..,ave dipole (1.1 to 1.3 maximum)
for outside use omnidirectional or
directional Retail price £12.50
Harry points out Ihat they are now
buying direCt from the USA and can
therefore keep Iheir prices down 10
the bone. For instance, for £10.95
you can buy Harada pillar-mounted
antenna, complete with spliner box.
A mag-mount and pre-tuned whip
can be had for £9.50. Plus, would you
believe, a K40 speech processor mike
(we boughl one) and a K40 antenna
for £24.95 each. We also saw a P.A.I
extension unit for £4.95. All the
examples include VAT.
continued on page 35
CB WORLO
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EASTBOURNE
BREAKERS CLUB
This club was formed on 15th
October 1980 and by 1st February
1981 they had nearly 100 members.
They meet on alternate Sundays at
the Kingfisher Public House,
Langley
Shopping
Centre.
Breadman advises that imerested
breakers wanting to know more about
the club's activities should feel free to
contact him on Eastbourne 761067.

NEW CITY
BREAKERS CLUB
(Milton Keynes)
They meet on Tuesdays and the
annual sub. is £10 or £5 (or six
months. Guests are allowed provided
they are with a club member. They
produce their own mag (competing
with CB World eh!) and according to
the club secretary - Heartbreakerany c.ber using bad language or being
a pest on channel can be expelled
from the club without refund of the
club fee. They are proud of their club
venue and would not give us th"

location. Perhaps they have heard of
the drinking reputation of the CB
World staff. They are planning to
support financially their local
hospital because says Heartbreaker"charity begins at home". From
March 1st they are changing their·
breaking channel to 16 leaving 19
free to truckers using the motorway.
The club would be pleased to hear
from olher clubs so that they can
swop ideas etc. Drop a line to NCBC,
clo CB Centre, 9 SI. Leger Court,
Linford
Local Centre, Great
Linford, Milton Keynes, Bucks.

DERWENT
VALLEY
BREAKERS
(Stanley) .
Started December 1980. Has a
membership of over 200. They meet
every Wednesday at the Black Bull,
Lanchester, Co. Durham and club
business (drinking) starts at 8 p.m.
The membership fee is a £1 per year
and lOp charged at the gate, with 20p
for guests. Romeo 2 advises CB
World that if anyone is interested in
contacting the club for club eyeballs,

FM RADIO AND
CB RECEIVER
SPECIAL OFFER

to Readers of

listen to:
eAir-PB-WB
Transmissions
eTV-FM Transmissions
eCB Transmissions (channels
1 to 40)

CB World
£13.90
plus SOp

post and packing
(quite legal to use)

Controls
Tuning - Squelch
- Band Selector
Accessories
Telescopic
Antenna. Earphone
Jack. DC Adaptor
Jack.

Trade Enquiries
Welcome

M.G.F. ELECTRONICS
21 FERNLEIGH ROAD
GLASGOW G43 21JD.
Telephone: 041·637 6109
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sports nights or just social visiting
they should contact D.V.B., 10
Prospect Terrace, New Kyo, Stanley,
Co. Durham, DH9 7TR.

MUPPETTOWN
BREAKERS
(Corley)
A very new and small informed club.
No annual subs, no entrance fee, they
JUSt meet up to discuss c.b.
equipment how it is developing, how
much sets cost. They meet at the
Weavers Arms on Thursdays at 8.15
p.m. and according to Blue Max ils
on the B4102 between Fillongley and
Nuneaton.

MERSEYSIDE
'27 CLUB'
(Liverpool)
The MERSEYSIDE '27 Club' was
formed 18 momhs ago when c.b. was
a relatively new thing in the
Merseyside area. The membership
grew rapidly as c.b. activity
increased. The club was so large and
the area covered was so vast it became
increasingly difficult to please
everyone especially those who had to
travel long dislance to weekly meets.
Consequently, groups of members
broke away from this club and formed
their own clubs in their area of
Merseyside.
Now this club covers north
merseyside and its present membership is over 150. In north merseyside
the breaker channel is 27 but changes
to 19 as you get further in towards
Liverpool.
They have weekly eyeballs at
different venues where everyone is
welcome, and they have closed meet·
ings for members once a month when
forthcoming events are arranged, so
says public relations Golden Eagle.

WEST MONA
BREAKERS
Another new club with approaching
200 members. They meet (we know
nOI where) once a fonnight and pay
£2 each a year to join. This is hoarded
away by the Secretary, Cameo, for
insurance and a bUSI fund. Indeed a
set is replaced with a straight 40
channel job.

CHESHUNT
BREAKERS
SOCIAL CLUB
Formed at the end of January 1981
this club was created during a brown

bottle or two at a local pub by Lord
George, Minder and Scholar. The
club already has a membership of
over 300. They put on a social event
when members were invited to turn
up in fancy dress, depicting their
handles. The mind boggles at what
some of them looked like especially
with handles such as Square Eyes,
Walrus or even Flasher. (Not in
Cheshunt club). They also arrange
discos and other music hall acts.
Meetings arc held every Wednesday
at the Cheshunt Football Club,
where, Lord George informs CB
World, the bar is open until
midnight.

W.C.B.C. (Heanor)
Formed in November 1980, they
have a membership of 125 and meet
at Stamford Club, Nelson Street,
Heanor. The meetings are every
Wednesday evening at approx 8 bells.
They have lively discussions, rames,
promote club pens, club badges and
t-shirts. They have their own small
charity supporting a local home for
mentally handicapped children.
On occasions they ammge discos
for club members. The membership
is £1.20 initially on joining and then
20p per week. At first they instituted
a rig theft fund, but since the club has
gr~wn the members asked for any
profits to go to charity rather than
benefit members. They have a lot of
junior members due to the fact that
they meet in a social club. They have
had car treasure trails, and looking
towards the summer months, picnics
also. They arranged a Tug-o-War
with Bulwell and Hucknall Breakers
with the proceeds going to Guide
Dogs for the blind. The club also
publish a magazine (competing with
CB World eh!).

FREE BREAKERS
OF NORTHANTS
(Northampton)
This club started in December 1980
by three guys. They meet at the Swan
and Helmet (we'd love to eyeball the
pub sign) on a Tuesday night. Rock
Hudson advises that visitor breakers,
or passers by are welcome, just shout
them up on channel.

SEVERN CITY
BREAKERS CLUB
(Shrewsbury)
The club was formed at the lauer part
of 1980. The membership keeps
growing and they have to keep
finding larger premises for their
meetings. Moonraker advises us that
they meet at 8.00 p.m. every other
Tuesday nighl but didn't say where!
Also lhey hold a disco every fourth
meeting. Anyway the club break on
channel 14 and 19 and no doubt info
on their secret venue is gladly given
to c.bers passing through or living
around Shrewsbury.

•

By Brian Grant

INSTALLING YOUR
CB
BIG
Take care and preserve your power
NOW THAT c.b. is [0 start up in earnest in
the autumn there will be a considerable
number of c.b.ers legally installing and
operating transceivers. Sets will be installed
in cars and tfucks and the results obtained
ranging from disastrous to very satisfactory.
Installation is not as simple as fining an
ordinary car radio and unless carried out
correctly interference will be bad, the
operating range very limited and breakers
will be blaming the equipment rather than
the installation. Firstly the equipment must
be correctly matched for its use and here the
experience of the supplier must be relied
upon. The user must, from the start, realise
that c.b. is a local communication system and
nO[ designed for long distance use. Users
must also realise that they cannot expect the
same quality of reception as Radio 1.
For example there is no point in purchasing preamplifiers or 'burners' if the
equipment is to be operated in undulating
areas. If a hill or mountain is in the way then
there is no way a signal will pass through or
over it and down the other side. However) a
longer antenna will help in the flatter ground
areas particularly where 'non sus' aerials are
not giving good results.
These are notoriously hungry for watts)
thus signal strength can be decreased by over
30 per cent. Extending antennae also cause
problems because unless good contact is
made between each section then the signal
strength will decrease or crackling noises
will be heard.
These antennae should be kept clean to

prevent any leakage where they are mounted
and must be well lubricated with a graphite
base lubricant and not ordinary engine oil.
This will only help to insulate the various
sections from each other.
The antenna earth connexion to the body
must be clean and tight. Remember that
corrosion will occur where there is bare steel
so make sure that the joint is watertight. if
the antenna is to be attached to a GRP body
panel then the earth connexion should be
extended to the vehicle's earthed circuit.
Remember also that it will be necessary to
use a special ground plane antenna because
there will be no ground plane to assist
performance.
When a long antenna is being used make
sure that the mounting panel is man enough
for the job. Considerable loads are imposed
on the panel and mounting) when the vehicle
is travelling at speed.
Also remember that a c.b. antenna works
most efficiently when it is mounted vertically
and not at an angle of 30 degrees.
When it is necessary to use an antenna
extension lead as when fitting it to a rear
wing do not use an ordinary radio extension
lead. It will not be made of the correct
coaxial cable and there will be a power loss
along its length. Use the correct lead which
is available from the equipment supplier. All
connectors must be well soldered to the
inner lead of the coaxial cable. Do not under
any circumstances rely on a crimp or
pushing a much folded end down the centre
contact of the connector.

Keep the antenna lead runs as short as
possible and where it passes through any
panels always use grommets to stOp [he
external insulation being penetrated. The set
must be rigidly mounted to the dashboard or
parcel shelf and even though its electrical
connexion to the power supply will probably
be via two cables, always earth the set as
well. This can help in the battle to eliminate
electrical interference.
For all standard sets take the power supply
straight from the battery and not via the
accessory terminal on the control box or fuse
box. There will probably be a host of
accessories already connected to this supply
resulting in a considerable voltage drop
when all are in use. Again make sure that
where all cables pass through any panels use
grommets and for safety fit a fuse holder and
fuse into the main feed cable if there is not
one already fitted.
Remember to carry a spare fuse specifically for this purpose - normal car type
fuses do not fit and in any case are overrated
for the job. Before making the final
connexion check and then check again that
the correct connexions are being made. If
made the wrong way round the set will be
seriously damaged.
Electrical interference suppression
requires patience if it is to be eliminated.
Some installations will not require any
attention while others will require the
attention of experts. Do not rely on normal
car radio type suppressors but obtain a
special kit from your equipment supplier. Fit

Considerable loads are imposed on the panel and mounting when the vehicle is travelling at speed
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the various parts according to the instructions and the majority of problems will be
solved.
It is only with GRP bodied vehicles that
serious problems could arise and it will be
necessary to visit the local specialist who will
start talking about screening some of the
electrical equipment.
The location of the antenna is important
and for maximum effectiveness with
minimum interference it should be located
on the centre of the roof or boot lid panels
(front engined vehicles). This is where
magnetic mounts come into their own. The
next thing to be done is that the antenna has
to be tuned or matched to the set. For this a
S.W.r. meter is necessary. If you have not
done this before it is suggested that help is
obtained from someone who has. If this
operation is not carried out then either the
set's output transistors can be damaged or
the operating range restricted. Full
information on this subject will be found in
the instructions supplied with the meter or
antenna.
Prospective breakers will hear a great deal
of talk about skip noise and general inter-

ference) particularly. during certain daylight
hours. This is something that has to be lived
with unless one can afford the latest upmarket sets which cost a small fortune.
There is no satisfactory bolt-on equipment
available that will completely eliminate this
noise yet retain the voice frequencies.
On the subject of equipment performance
there are breakers who will want to make
long distance copies. This is not really on
and breaks the whole spirit of c.b. being a
local communication system. Additionally)
transmitter outputs will be legally enforced
so it is far better to use the equipment for
which it was intended.
Several c.b. equipment suppliers are able
to offer burners which will boost output to
25, 50 or even 100 watts. This will certainly
increase the operational range over Oat
terrain or when located on the top of a hill
but for general use their performance can be
disappointing.
Many c.b. clubs frown on the use of
burners because their output can bleed over
several channels which only spoils copying
for other breakers particularly when the
number of operational channels is limited.

BE AT THE CENTRE OF
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
Turn on the action world of CB, Police, Fire, Emergency
Services, Aircraft, Marine, Utilities, Business Radio, TV,
FM and more! The HH857DC Communications Receiver
for complete coverage: CB 26.5-27.6 MHz. P.5.B
frequencies 54-88/144-175 MHz. FM Radio 88-108 MHz.
Aircraft 108-144 MHz and VHF TV Band 1. With fully
adjustable squelch control (to eliminate background
'noise' between signals) external DC power and
earphone sockets (earphone supplied). A completely
portable battery operated receiver measuring only
7 Y2 x 3 Y2 x 1 Y2 at our incredibly low introductory price
of £14.95 incl P&P. (4 x HP7 batteries extra).
Also available VHF/UHF
scanner receivers for publicservice and business radio
action at home or on the
move. VHF/UHF portables,
business radio equipment,
walkie-talkies and
competitively priced CB radio
accessories. For our fully
illustrated comprehensive
catalogue please send sae
plus 2Op.

P.J. ALLAN
P.O. BOX 4
BISHOP AUCKLAND
CO. DURHAM
DL133HL
DEALER ENQUIRIES
INVITED
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Additionally unless other breakers have
burners then any contact will be very onesided. Your mouth could be louder than
your ears.
Television interference (t.v.i.) is an
emotive subject and any prospective c.b.er
should, ifhe has any social morals, fit a t.v.i.
filter to his equipment. Suitable kits are
available form the local equipment suppliers.
By fitting a t.v.i. kit any interference caused
to nearby television or stereo sets should be
eliminated unless of course the antenna is
beside the set. With an anticipated vast
increase in the use of c.b. and sets and
supporting equipment become more readily
available, it will become very necessary for
experienced operators to help those without
this knowledge and also help to conJrol the
number of pirates blasting their 100 watt
copies across the c.b. frequencies.
The equipment manufacturers know best.
With correctly installed and matched equipment c.b. will be effective and if the operator
is not satisfied then he should obtain an
amateur radio licence and go international or
have a radio telephone installed in his car or
truck.

AVAILABLE ON EITHER T·SHIRTS OR SWEATSHIRTS:

TWO OF THE BEST FROM

sunshine shirts

•

SWEATSHIRTS
£6.75 + .lOP p&P
SIZES, S/M/l/XL
COLOURS' SKY /RED/
GREY /NAVY /BLACK

I
I
I
I __
I

NAME - - - - - - - - - - - - - \_ _ - - - . ,
ADDRESS

I ENCLOSE £ _ _ FOR:

_ _ T·SHIRTS AT £3.6S EACH (INC.PIP)

COLOUR

SIZE _ _ DESIGN _ _

SWEATSHIRTS AT £7.15 oach (INC.P&P)

I
I
I
I

CUSTOM

PRINTING IS
OUR SPECIALITY
TRADE ENQUIRIES

-- - - -- - - -------_..
COLOUR

SIZE - - DESIGN - -

SEND TO: SUNSHINE SHIRTS. DPT 4
• 30 NORTON RD.• MORECAMBE, LANCS. lA3 1HA •

WElCOME

SEND NOW
FOR DETAILS

TBIS8e
THAT
continued from page 31

CB World Meets
Big Dummy
In February CB World was visited by
White Lightning and String Bean
from the U.S.A. Who are they, you
may well ask? They are, I reply.
Albert Houston and Mark Long. Still
none the wiser? Then how about

"The Big Dummy's Guide to CB".
What's the connection, I hear you all
shout. Wait for it, says I, waiting for
the roll ofdrums to subside. They are
the panners and authors oflhe book.
BDG to CB was first published in
1977 and since then they have sold
800,000 in the U.S.A. and other
countries such as South Africa,
Aumailia, New Zealand and Canada.
So far, through Kona Publications,
London, they claim they have almost
reached 100,000 sales in the U.K.
Going back to Albcrt and Mark,
they are both communications
consultants in the U.S.A. They have

designed and installed solar powered
c.b radio systems in Guatemala for
emergency communications for the
local community. They were both in
Europe to see for themselves how c.b.
is developing especially in the U.K.
They also want to promote further
sales of the Big Dummy book
through Geoff 'Weymouth. Mark
told Gordon Henderson of CB
World, that he was amazed at the
enthusiasm shown in this country
for c.b. and he did not notice a
recession going on. (A Labour Prime
Minister said something like that on
a return visit from abroad. I think he
said "What chaos" or something
similar). During their stay in the
U.K. they found the enthusiasm
amongst breakers overwhelming.

CB on motor
cycles?
Keith Bonny wrOte to CB World
asking us if we knew a firm who
specialised in making or fitting c.b.
sets 10 mOler cycles. He wants to go
to France this year - where c.b. is
legal and would like a set fitted to his
bike. We hope that he can speak
fluent French and V(e assume that he
will be touring on a Triumph
Bonneville (Bonny for short).
Anyone who can help Keith out,
please write to him at 34 Fairfield
Road, Shipley, West Yorkshire.

CB World darts
competition
CB World will be arranging a
national inter-club darts competition.
Initially we thought of events for
singles, doubles and teams ofeight. If
you want 10 enter, firstly send in your
request and we will eyeball you later
with all the data, rules and venues.
Better sharpen up your arrows, this
promises to be the big one and that's
a big four for sure.

FM modification?
SSE telephoned CB World to inform
us that having spent time, money and
midnight oil, they have come up with
an f.m. modification from a.m. and
a.m. to a.m.lf.m. According to the
technician of the partnership, this
incorporates phase-locked loop detector and automatic gain-controlled
prt-amp. CB World could not test
this claim but SSE have a working
model and have even taken orders.
That was IWO days after they
mentioned the mod. Also in
production is a board for hi channels
and a speech processor. Both items
designed and tested by SSE. if you
don't believe us, telephone or write to
SSE, Iheir ad is in this issue.

Radiomobile at it!
Radiomobile writes to CB World le

say that they welcome the govern·
ment's announcement regarding the
legalisation of Citizens' Band. They
are extremely enthusiastic and will be
in a position to have equipment on
the shelves of their distributors and
dealers by the autumn. They are
studying the Government's technical
proposals but cannOt provide any
firm indication of the price or the
detailed
specifications of the
equipment they will be marketing.
Radiomobile add that equipment
suitable for operation on the 930
frequency will be too expensive for
the main market requirements and
will therefore concentrate on
27MHz FM products.

Town ripped off
Two days after Xmas. Richard
Town's house was broken into.
Richard at that time was away on
his New Zealand assignment. He lost
an expensive quadraphonic hi-fi
system, also a communication
receiver, television, clothes and even
his bedside 'Teasmade'. In all,
Richard estimates that over £1000
worth of gear was taken. The quad
system amplifier was his greatest
personal loss. It was a JVC 4VN 990
which he had rebuilt and modified. It
would be appreciated if all and
sundry kept a beady eye open for this
gear. a reward might be forthcoming
from Richard.

CBCBCB

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES
LARGEST STOCKS IN THE MIDLANDS
YES, WE CARRY LARGE STOCKS OF CB Equipment
including over 50 TYPES of ANTENNA, SWRS,
BURNERS, SPEAKERS, POWER SUPPLYS,
SUPPRESSORS, PRE-AMPS, CABLES, ETC., PLUS
LOTS LOTS MORE!!!

* REMEMBER-We are Direct Importers and

therefore can offer the BEST PRICES AROUND
1< Special Offers 1<
DV 27s £5.95
Manual Retract with splitter £.14.99
SWR Meter £5.95

Magmount complete £.7.95
K40 antenna or microphone £.29.95
3·5 amp power supply £.14.95

AUDIO
VISUAL

Full range of base antennas
from £12.95
T27 £8.95

2:1 HOPE STREET
HANLEY
STOKE·ON·TRENT ST1 58T
Telephone: 07822:13815
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BIGS BIGS BIGS B
This is the third
illustrated review of
rigs which are
available in other
countries where c.b.
is legal. From
letters received from
readers it appears
that this feature is
very popular indeed.
In previous issues
we featured rigs
from President and
Midland. This time
CB World features a
selection of rigs in
the Cobra range, a
Dynascan
Corporation
Company.
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29 GTL
40 channel
AM mobile
.
transceIVer. 4 warts.
Controls: Volume/Off.
Squelch. Dynamike/Min.
RF gain. Delta tune. SWR
cal. Channel selector.

Switches: S·RF/SWR/Cal.
NB·ANUANUOff. CB/PA.
Hi/Low.
Features: S·RF/SWR
meter. RXlTX. ANT·
warning indicator

PAlSpkr outputs.
... COBRA - 148 GTL
40 channel AM/SSB
mobile transceiver. 4
watts AM. 12 watts SSB.
Controls: Volume/squelch.
RF Gain/SWR. S/RF/CAU
SWR control LSB/AM/
USB mode selector.
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Voice lock. Channel

selector. Dyna mike/Gain
control.

Switches: NB·ANUANU
Off. CB/PA. HI/Low. BRT/
Dim.

Features: S·RF/SWR

Meter. RX',X indicator.
PAlSpkr sockets.

IGS BIGS BIGS B1'
COBRA - 146 GTL
40 channel AM/SSB

~

--- "-:;:.8'
!!!! Offl

mobile transceiver. 4

.l> Gb... '460'L

watts AM. 12 watts SSB.
Controls: Volume/Off.
Squelch. RF gain.
LSB/AM/USB mode
selector. Voice lock.

YOlUME

SQUElCH

i'"
~ ."

:.l

':=>,
A>OnX

Channel selector.

Switches: NB·ANUANU
Off. CB/PA.
Features: S-RF meter. RXI
TX indicator. PA/Spkr
sockets.

COBRA - 19GTL
40 channel AM mobile
transceiver. 4 watts.
Controls: Volume/Off.
Squelch. Channel

~

selector.
Switches: CB/PA.
ANUOff.
Features: S-RF meter. PA
and Spkr sockets.

.... COBRA - 21GTL.
40 channel AM mobile
transceiver. 4 watts.
Controls: Volume/Off.
Squelch. Dynamike/Min.
Channel selector.

.... COBRA - 25 GTL.
40 channel AM mobile

transceiver - 4 watts
Controls: Volume/Off.
Squelch. Dynamike/Min.
RF gain. Channel selector.

Switches: CB/PA. ANU
Off. NB/Off. BRT/Dim.
Features: S·RF meter.
RXITX. PA/Spkr outputs.

COBRA - 2000 GTL.
40 channel AM/SSB base
station. 4 watts AM. 12
watts SSB.
.... Controls: Volume.
Dynamike/Gain. Squelch.
RF gain/SWR. Tone.
Voice lock. Mode

- - - - - , .... COBRA - 6GTL
6 channel AM hand·held
transceiver. 5 watts
Controls: Channel

selector. On-OfflVolume.
Squelch. Hi·Low (5 wattl1
watt!. Push·to·talk. Ext.
power - charger antenna jacks. Tele
centre loaded antenna.
Weight 2 Ibs 2 oz.

selector. Channel

selector.
Switches: Aux. Spkr.
ANL. NB. PA. SWR.
Power (push). Time set.
Alarm.
Features: 6 digit freq.
counter. S·RF Meter.
SWR Meter. PA and Spkr
Sockets. Tape record and
head phone sockets.
CB WORLD
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r-r--r--r---;o-/"""-----::-"""""'"---;;-.---n LETS EAVESDRoP ON A COUPLE OF GOOD BUDDIES .....

I'VE GOT YOU mERE"
ARMCHAIR DRIVER, YOURE
COMING THROUGH WAlL
TO WALL, ARE YOU AT~
HOME BASE.

10-4, I USED TO GO MOBILE 8lfl
I FOUND mAT I COUL/YNT
CONC£N7RATC ON MY D!?1VING,
two MODUlATE AT mE SAMe
TIME, IS THAT A FOUR?

....UP THE UTTU
'J

HILL ... YES,

TH&.eIS THAT
POTHOLE .... YUP.

YOU'D BE

SURPRiSED Hrw

EASY ITlS ....

•

~~~~~J
38
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WHAT WILL MR fv1/J.GOO
MAKE OF THE MONSTER
IN HIS MOWR'1? WILL
ARMCHNR DRIVER
DISCOVER THE D;RING
DEEDS DONE? ...WILL
fv1R BL06G BASH OUR
BUDDIE BRAINLESS??
TUNE IN 10 THE NEXT
EAR-PINNING IS5UE!!!

7VBECONnNUED.....

INTERNATIONAL (U.K.)
We are pleased to announce:

The opening of our UK
premises through which, the
finest range of C. B.
equipment is available
WHOLESALE -

TRADE ONLY

HAM INTERNATIONAL (U.K.)
24 Buckland Road
(off Forest Road)
Leicester
Tel. 0533-761731. Telex. HAM-UK 341928
1% miles from the city centre, just off the A47
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Give us t/ IJret//(/
Above:

Moles~y

Open Breakers. Surrey

TOMAHAVK

K \0

- NEW'CA5TLE.
Above: Tomahawk Kid,
Left: General
Grabber. IIkeston

Above: Tasmanian Devil, Pudsey

'""'7:---:-'%-::.:-.---------,
"

•

from .

Right: Swamp
Rat. Ewell

~-,""""
&

Below; The
Porcupine.

Abingdon

Below: The Texan, Enfield

ABINGDON
Below: White Rabbit. Yorks

Below: BUbo Baggins. Widnes

20
Below. Jumping Jack. Oswestry

,
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NEW CB NEW NAME NEW TECHNOLOGY

5 and M

ANGLIA
MOBILE TRANSCEIVER

GT-8281401
GT-848 F23

REC RETAIL £55.·

Agent enquiries invited
Some financial assistance available for new businesses

S and M (ANGLIA) LTD
Queen Street, Haverhill, Suffolk CB9 9EF
4.000 SO FT
DEVOTED TO
RADIO COMMUNICATION

SWRI POWERI FIELD
STRENGTH MEASURING

PSl34 4 AMP 13-8'1 POWER
SUPPLY, STABILISED &
SHORT CIRCUIT PROOF

£23

METER
SPECIAL
OFFER

plus £1.50 p&p

£11.95 + 50p p&p

This is the power supply that we've been advertising

and selling lor several months. It really is a rObust

As used by CB and Amateur radio operators.

little unit with a transformer 50% larger than its

The YW3 is used by amateur radio and CB operators
around the World. It's offered to you at a really low
price because we impOI1 them direct from Japan. It
tells you the VSWR, power output and field strength
and covers 3.5 to 150mHz. If you want the strongest
signal in IOwn - you'll lind the YW3the sure answer.

competitors. Some cheap power supplies gel hot,
hum and even go bangl This one Slays silem and
keeps on working. It is fully protected against short
circuit and overload and is capable of delivering 4
amps continually at 13.8'1 DC. Ideal for transceivers.

AZDEN 28mHz TRANSCEIVER
COMPUTER CONTROLLED FM
200 CHANNElS

£169

TWO TRANSCEIVERS
THAT YOU CAN
"LEGALLY USE!

FDK MULTI 700EX
25 WAn 144 MHZ
160 CHANNELS

27 mHz FM?
PLEASE ASK

£199

·UK AMATEUR RADIO LICENSE REQUIRED

MAIL ORDER

RETAIL

8ARCLAYCARD

ACCESS

EARL Y CLOSING WEDNESDAY.
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12 <llIII THE CB DEBATE
waiting for our decision. Although it will be
a great disappointment to many CB users,
the 27 FM frequency is virtually the
European standard, and it should therefore
be legalised in this counlry as soon as
possible. Those who have bought illegal sets
can hardly grumble if this is done.
One of the objections to 27 MHz was that
it would affect model aircraft seriously. I
understand that they have now switched to
37 MHz, so that objection is Out of the way.
Should the Governmem decide to legalise 27
MHz) I believe that they should keep the 41
MHz band as a possible European standard
for the future. Users will switch relatively
easily from 27 MHz to 41 MHz, but they are
unlikely to swtich to uhra-high frequency
such as 928.
My final comment concerns the timing.
The question is when. Pressure grows every
day. There have been demonstrations. More
and more sets are being imported illegally,
and more and more sets are being used
illegally. The position can cny get worse
unless the Government act at once. On
Thursday, the Minister said:
"Wc hope 10 be able to announce our conclusions
shonly." - [Official Reporl, 5 February 1981;
Vol. 998, c.394,]

I hope that "shortly" means within the next
three months. This can only be in the
Government's and the country's interest.
As regards the administration of a legal
system, I am authorised to say that the
national committee, the CB Association and
the clubs will give the Government every
possible assistance in administration. But let
us have a final decision before the second
anniversary of the 1979 general election.
Mr. Tim Rathbone (Lewes): I am
grateful, Mr. Deputy Speaker, for being
allowed to support my hon. Friend the

Member for Haltemprice (Mr. Wall). I add
my own thanks to the Minister for his
consideration of the whole question of
citizens' band radio, which is in stark
contrast to the attitude of his Labour
predecessor, who greeted every request for
consideration of this subject with a negative
response.
The Minister only has to think' about the
number ofhon. Members present to listen to
this debate - an unprecedented number for
an Adjournment debate - to understand the
importance which is attached to it, and this is
matched by the numbers of people outside
the House physically this evening and
outside the House at other times during the
rest of the year.
I fear that the Minister has to do battle
with his officials in the Home Office, who
have taken tOO negative an attitude over the
years to the allocation of a citizens' band
radio wave length. The law against citizens'
band has been flouted for too long. When
any law is challenged in the way that this law
is challenged, a Government have seriously
to consider changing it.
I hope that the Minister will be able to
give the House some reassurance that that
change in the law is being considered by the
Government right now.
The Minister of State, Home Office
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(Mr. Timothy Raison): I congratulate my
hon Friend the Member for Haltemprice
(Mr. Wall) on raising this topic. I
acknowledge the leadership that he has given
in this matter.
As my hon. Friend said, it is just over a
year since we last had a similar short debate
on this subject, and a good deal has
happened in that time. In it, the
Government have moved from a position of
examining the issues to one of suppOrt in
principle; we have issued a discussion
document on our views, and seen an
extremely heavy public response to it; and
we are now close to reaching our final
decisions. Thus, while my hon. Friends will
not be surprised if I say that I cannot tell
them what those decisions are tonight, I can
say that they will not be long delayed.
There is, of course, no legal open channel
service now, but there will be one, and I
think that it will be noted that it is a
Conservative Government who will be
taking this step.
Mr. Dennis Canavan
Stirlingshire): When?

(West

Mr. Raison: I do not think that my hon.
Friend the Member for Haltemprice will
expect me to accept his strictures on my
officials. I do not myself accept them. They
have worked extremely hard under our
policy, and I have no ground for reproaching
them.
I have always thought that some of the
arguments about the advantages and
disadvantages of open channel or citizens
band radio are sterile, or overstated. I believe
that a new service can and will be helpful
and enjoyable to many people, just as I am
certain that it will cause problems and
difficulties to others. But personal freedom
matters, and that is the argument that we, as
a Government, have always found strongest.
I should like to explain some of the reasons
why our decision is particularly difficult and
has inevitably taken time. Radio regulation is
an extremely complicated business. World
conferences reach, by consensus, broad
planning agreements designed to provide as
much protection as possible to services of
various kinds, and all administrations have
to work within these in their national
planning.
The range of services to be protected is
enormous - not just broadcasting or land
mobile radio, of which open channel is one
form, but radar, maritime and aircraft
communications satellites, radio astronomy,
radio links for passing digital or analogue
.information, and hundreds of other
applications.
We must remember that ratio transmissions can be a source of interference to other
radio services. The assignment of a
frequency to a new service therefore requires
the most careful consideration.
I think, therefore, that it becomes clear
that anyone who simply operates outside this
carefully planned framework, however desirable his activities might appear to be, is
likely to cause chaos. The present illicit 27
MHz transmissions are, unfortunately, a
very clear example of this.

I told the house a year ago that illicit users
of CB could cause inconvenience and even
risk to their fellow-citizens. One of the real
difficulties about this is that a CB user
generally has no idea of his effect on others.
He may therefore think that we are simply
crying wolf. But it is my Department that
takes the overall responsibility for dealing
with complaints of interference, and it
therefore monitors closely what is going on.
At present, in a year we expect to have
about 35,000 complaints of interference
from all sources to radio services. Over 90
per cent of these relate to broadcasting
services. In the last four months of 1980
there were more than 2,700 complaints,
which were traced to illicit CB 27 MHz
transmissions; in other words, a rise of
nearly 25 per cent in the total number of
complaints. Nearly 2,000 of these were cases
of interference to television reception, and
nearly 600 to radio or hi-fi equipment.
Police, fire, ambulance and hospital paging
services were also affected. Our warnings of
potential risks are therefore being borne out
in practice in a way that can only cause
concern. Such inteference is expensive. It
has to be paid for by the television viewer,
the licensed user of radio, or the taxpayer.
Moreover, it may cause friction between
neighbours.
This interference from 27 MHz equipment comes largely from one of two sources
- first, from unsuitable basic equipment;
and secondly, from the use of powerful
linear amplifiers designed to boost the power
output of the equipment many times over.
Offending users have been traced, who have
been using power outputs of 1 kW or even
more - in other words, perhaps twice as
much as the power of a local broadcasting
station. I remain of the view that open
channel must be a short-range personal radio
service.
The next significant thing about open
channel is that it has to be a countrywide
service. The user in the north of England
will use the same frequency as his counterpart in the south of England. There are very
few radio services of which one can say that.
There are different channels for television in
different areas. Private mobile radio
frequencies are issued individually so that
they can be interleaved geographically. A
frequency that would interfere with, for
example, a particular television channel is
not used in the relevant area. But open
channel, being countrywide, has to be able to
live with and not to harm any other radio
service throughout the United Kingdom and
in neighbouring countries, such as France
and the Republic of Ireland.
Interference can have many causes. It is
not simply a matter of one set of radio
equipment interfering with another because
they are operating on the same frequency.
Any equipment when transmitting also emits
potentially interfering, spurious signals. Of
these, the harmonics or multiples of the
tuned and basic frequency are generally most
harmful. The fundamental. or the harmonic
signal may interact with the tuned
frequency, with the intermediate frequency
or with the frequency change oscillator in a
radio or television receiver. Finally,
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SHELLPOST LTD.
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interference may be caused simply because a
transmitter is used too near the receiver of
anO[her service.
This last category can never be eliminated,
and it highlights clearly the difficulties that
will be caused by open channel because orits
mode and scale of use. Open channel will be
a social thing. It will therefore be used
widely in residential areas and in buildings
such as blocks of flats, where it will be far
nearer than transmiuers of other services to
home entertainment equipment such as

radio, television, and hi-f!. This gives yet
another twist to the interference risks
inherent in such a service, and the scale of

likely

use

presents

problems

of

administration and enforcement never
encountered in this form before.
Finally) the radio frequency spectrum is
finite and heavily used. There is no
bottomless bucket of frequencies that we are
hiding for our own purposes.
Mr. Eric Ogden (Liverpool, West
Derby): Does the Minister accept that almost
all his arguments about the difficulties are
the same as the arguments used by
Departments and services against local
radio? Those difficulties were overcome. It
should nOl be beyond the wit of man to
overcome these difficulties.
Mr. Raison: I think that the hon.
member will understand that we are
committed to overcoming difficulties in the
way of open channel of CB. [HON.
MEMBERS: "He said it. "] I have said "CB)'
several times. It is no good pretending that
there are not serious problems) and it is my
duty to explain to the House what those
problems are. I shall now come on to the
question of how we will approach the matter.
What I have said was the background to
our discussion document on open channel. It
drew a heavy response, which I found
heartening, not because it supported our
initial views, for it did not, but because it
represented a real exercise in consultation,
and a reaction that the Government are
taking fully into account. It is perhaps not
surprising that we did not reach the much
larger part of the population who will not
use open channel but may be affected by it,
and we had [Q think of those people as well.
Most individuals who responded strongly
favoured a frequency of 27 MHz for open
channel. On the other hand, all the
organisations that commented, other than
user organisations, opposed this, but without
having any common view of what they
would prefer. Little public support was
given to our proposal for a service at around
930 MHz. Nevertheless, we still see such a
service as viable. It will give not only a better
service than is generally realised, particularly
in urban areas, but a better quality service. If
it were as poor as has been alleged, it is
strange that both North America and many
countries in Europe are planning [Q introduce it, thus creating the prospect of a new
and large international market. Nevertheless,
it was the strong public reaction which
caused my right hon. Friend in his answer to
a question on 18 December, to undertake to
look further at the possibility of introducing
44
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a service on a frequency lower than 900
MHz. Further studies have been made and
these are now virtually complete. We have
consulted widely on a technical basis with
user representatives, manufacturing
interests, and organisations such as the
bro~dcasting authorit\es and emergency
servlces.
.r'
We agree that the need is pressing, and
that there can be no question of waiting for
frequencies which might be available only in
a few years. Nor can we put our agreements
with our neighbours at risk. Most important
of all, we cannot select a frequency which,
almost irrespective of the quality of the
equipment used, can be guaranteed to cause
widespread interference. I emphasise that
our findings have been made widely
available to those concerned, and no one has
challenged on any scientific basis our
assessment of the interference risks.
Unfortunately, all the alternative suggestions that have been put to us fall foul of one
or other, and frequently all three, of the
constraints I have just mentioned. The 41.5
MHz frequency band - part of the band
used for transmission of the 405 line black
and white television programmes - is a
classic example. Our tests have shown that
the interference risks to television reception
would be higher than with any form of 27
MHz service, and indeed much higher than
with one using frequency modulation.
Frequencies a little higher than 41.5 MHz
would reduce but not eliminate the
problems, while the Olher difficulties would
continue to apply.
We also have to recognise that the world
has already made its choice; 27 MHz in one
form or another is widely used, and, as I
mentioned earlier, North America and
Europe are planning to introduce a service at
around 930 MHz. Any other choice would
be a one-off British one which no other
country in the world would permit. Thus,
one of the wishes of the enthusiast - to be
able to take his equipment abroad - would
not be met.
One can develop that a little further, the
equipment at present illegally used in this
country is amplitude modulated equipment
on the American pattern, although even
then, some of it is obsolete and no longer
permitted in America, and has quite simply
been dumped here. Few enthusiasts want to
take their cars or trucks to the United States,
but that AM equipment is not generally
acceptable on the Continent. France,
Holland and Germany operate 27 MHz FM
services, because their investigations and
their experience have proved that the
performance and the cost are similar, and the
interference problems much less.
Our task, therefore, is [Q make available a
service which conforms as far as possible to
the aspira[ions of the large number of
potential users and to encourage them to use
equipment which does least harm to the even
larger number of other radio users.
Supporters of open channel have stressed to
me their willingness and ability to act
responsibly, and they will certainly have to
justify that. Before long they should have in
their hands a service for their pleasure, and a
powerful [Qol for good or evil. I mentioned

personal freedom at the beginning of my
speech. Personal responsibility is the reverse
of that coin.
I have commented tonight on the factors
that have [0 be borne in mind in making a
judgment. We are quite commonly accused
of opposing a personal two-way radio
service. That is quite unjust and my hon.
Friend acknowledged that. We have not
taken sides against it. We have decided to
introduce a service, and .we have carried out
very wide consultations both to explore the
difficulties and to hear suggestions. But
radio regulation seeks the greatest good for
the greatest number and that is what we have
to continue to seek until we reach our fmal
answer.
Reprimed from Hamard.
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modulated) equipment will be drafted to
ensure that it causes the minimum of interference to other radio users; standards will
be set to which manufacturers, importers
and assemblers will confrom. The equip·
ment wil have to be permanently marked to
that a purchaser knows the set he is buying
meets these standards. Such specifications
are vital to ensure that other radio services
(police, fire, aviation) are not adversely
affected.

LICENSES
Users of the new service will have to buy a
licence, renewable annually, which will
entitle them to use equipment on either
frequency. Talks are Ulking place with the
Post Office to see if they can issue licences
on behalf of the Home Office. It is too early
to say what the cost of a licence will be.

CB IN UK WHEN?
It is hoped to complete the arrangements for
technical specification) equipment marking
and licensing, and bring the new service into
operation, by the autumn of 1981.
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D.V. 27. USA
AERIAL
£5.50

T27E ROOF
MOUNT AERIAL
£6.95

GUTTER MOUNT
AERIAL
£3.95

WHISKY HOME BASE
£15.50

FULLY RETRACTABLE
WITH SPUTTER BOX
£11.95

POWER SUPPLY 3/5 AMP
£12.95

KT40 AERIAL
£14.50

K27 AERIAL
£7.95

DX27 AERIAL
£9.75

QUICK RELEASE BRACKET
£3.50

HORN SPEAKER
8 WATT, 8 OHMS
£4.99

SUPPRESSOR KITS
£8.50

AERIAL SPUTTER BOX
£4.50

MAGNET BASE AERIALS
from £5.50

POWER & FIELD STRENGTH
METER
from £6.95

MANY MORE AERIALS
TO CHOOSE FROM

CASH & CARRY ONLY
TRADE SUPPLIED

OPENING HOURS
MONDAY TO SATURDAY
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distributor of CB Books for
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Our Top 20 titles cover every
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Procedures to Accessories, Antennas and Safety
Codes.
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for our latest CB Book List, which gives full details
of each title - Nowl
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Also at:

CROWN & CUSHION
Perry Barr

Bir!11ingham 021 356 2457

85 ASH HILL ROAD
ASH,Nr.ALDERSHOT
HANTS. GU12 5DN
TEL. 0252 318141
If you want to see the finest selection of
C.B. accessories at the keenest prices,
come and see us 10.30 a.m.6 p.m. Mon.-Sat. (closed Wednesday).

APPROVED TANDY DEALER
Send a s.a.e. now for
our latest price list with
lots of lower prices!!
New shop now open at Basingstoke,
at 1 Reading Road, Chineham, Basingstoke.
(Just North of Basingstoke on 4331
Tel: Basingstoke 102561 53900
friendly and helpful ."rvice.
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SANDOWN PARK
RACECOURSE

Saturday and Sunday
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YOU WANT TO EXHIBIT?

YOU WANT TO VISIT?

Come back to "CB World Show"
C/o IPC Exhibitions,
Surrey House, 1Throwley Way,
Sutton, Surrey, SM14QQ

Come to Sandown Park,
Esher, Surrey, on the A307
and pay £1 to see the fun,
(Come on the Saturday and
you can seethe Boat Race
and the Grand National on
'd' b
)
our own I lot axes.

Visitors can telephone
ESHER 67136 from 1st to 5th April
for more information.
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HANDLES FOR TOWNS
In the last issue of CB World we included over 250 towns with
their code names and, where known, their breaking channels.
On these pages you will find another 250 towns as submitted
by readers. If there are still towns missing from the two lists
send them to us and eventually we will publish the complete
national list of towns together with their code names and, as
far as possible, their breaking channels. Send your suggest·
ions to the Editor, CB World, IPC Electrical·Electronic Press
Ltd., Quadrant House, Sutton, Surrey 5M2 5AS.
Abergele
Aintree
Aldershot
Allenton
Allestree
Alfreton
Alvaston
Ambergate
Amlwch

Annan
Annersley
Ards
Peninsular
Armitage
Arundel
Ashbourne
Ashbyode·la·
Zouch

Barlanoch
Barnaldswick

Jaw Town
Iron Town
Red Devil Town
Washington

Alaska
Big 'A'
Alabama
Gas Town
Copper Town

Beezer
Kodak Town
Alpha Papa

Bag Town
The Hill
Zoo Town
Biscuit Town

Garnoch Way

Big 'S'
the Drive

(19)

Bath
Batley
Becc1es (30)
Helper
Benllech
Billinghurst
Birstall

Blackbrook
Blackburn

Roman City
Gotham City

Eccles Cake
Oil Town
Sea SideJ
Windy City
Dead Fish

Liule 'B'
Black Water
Khyber Pass

(19, 27)

Bodelwyddan
Bookham

Borrowash
Boston (19)
Boume
BoxhHl

Bradford-on.
Avon
Breadsall
Briefield (19)
Brighouse
Brighton

(14)

Cleckheaton

(19)

Barrowford

Cardiff (14)
Carlisle
Carluke
Castle
Donnington
Castleford
Castletown
I. of M. (13)
Castlewood
Calterick
Chelmsford

White Chapel
Hawaii
Florida .
Dodge City
Hereward City
Wooden Topl
Cardboard Box
Saxon Town

Coalville
Codnor
Colchester
(19) (25)
Colne (19)
Colwyn Bay

Smokey Dragon
The Big 'C'
Hen Run
Bird Town

East Grinstcad
Eastwood
Edenbridge
Effingham

Water Town
Bravery
Elton
Water City
Soldier City
Hazzard
Country
Crazy Townl
Gotham City
Coal Town
Clock Town
Hazzard County
Hill Town
Cruficr County

Happy Town
Linle 'E' with
Wood
Bright Lights
School Town!
The Howard
Hughes
Power Town

(19 and 22)

Emley Moor
Ewell (14)
Exeter
Exmouth
Eye

TV Land
Deep Water
The Big 'E'
The Little 'E'
Meat Pie

Fetcham
Fowey
Frodsham

Cash and Carry
Deep Water
Heher Skelter
City
Carpet Town

Frome

Holme
Horley
Horsley
Horsley
Woodhouse
Holyhead
Holywell
Huddersfield

Double 'H'
Tyke Town
Cable Town
Oil Town
Market Town
Red :\t\etal
Space Town
\llatermoor
Summer Wine
City
Black Hill
Village
Apple Tan
Little 'H'
HW
Checkout
Holy Town
Milk Town

(19)

(19)

Cotmanhay
Coxbench
Cranleigh
Crich
Darlaston
Deal
Deganwy
Delabole
Denby
Douglas
I. of M. (13)
Dover
Dudley (14)
Duffield
Durham (19)

Heath Hayes
Hebden Bridge
Helsby
Heysham
Hickmondwike
Higham
Ferrers
Hill Top
Holbrook
Holmfirth

Little 'C'
The Roost
Roast Lamb
Tram Town
Nuts and Bolts
Little '0'
Sleepy Valley
Misty
Cup and Saucer
Bright Lights
Castle Town
Zoo Town
Colour Town
Cathedral City

Giitbrook
Gold Stream
Grantham (14) Biscuit Town
Great
GY
Yarmouth (14)
Hailsham
Halesowen (14)
Halifax
Haydoek
Haywards
Heath
Hazelwood
Hcage
Heanor

Little 'H'
Big H2O
Little 'H'I
Toffee Town
Race Town
Straw MP
Topping Town
Windmill City
Windy City

Hull (14)
Huntington

Bridgetown
Cromwell City

Hkley
Ukeston (19)
lronville
Isle of Man (13)

Moor Town
Breaker City
Steel Town
Alcatraz

Jacksdale

Topper Town

Kendal
Mint Cake CilY
Keuering (13)
Big 'K'
Kilburn
(14) Little 'K'
Big 'K'
Kimberley
Kirkby
Colditz

Priory Place
First Aid Post
Band Town
Big 'B' by
the Sea
Brinsley
Liule 'B' with a
'V'
Brownhills (14) Coloured Hills
Bugle
Trumpet Town
Bungay (30)
Bunstop
Burgess HUI
Painters City
Burntwood
Charcoal Town
Bury, Lanes
Pudding Town
(19)

Bury St
Edmunds (15,

Sugar Town

19)

Buxton

Spa Town

Capel
Cambridge

Leopard
Cycle City

(14)

Camelford
Carmyle

Wet Town
Wee 'C'
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Kirkby·in.
Ashfield
Knaphill
Knaresborough
Knotlingley
Knutsford

Lancing
Langley Mill
(14)
Leicester (19)

K&S
·Sleepy Hill
Zoo Town
Glass Town
Crazy City

Knights Road
L and M
Big'LI

Fox City
SCOts Oats
Three Sticks
Cathedral City

Lewes
Lichfleld (14)
Lincoln
(14) (19)
Little Eaton
Llandudno
LIandulas
Llanfairfechan
Llanrwst
Loddon (30)

Little 'E'
Lumpy Town
Cape Town
Crazy Kitchen
Market Town
Noddy Town}
Liule'L'
Land E
Little 'L'
Little'L'
Lt
Airpon Town

Long Eaton
Loscoe
Loughborough
Lowestoft (30)
Lnton (14) (19)
Manchester
(19)

Rainy City

Mansfield
Mapperley
Marehay
Marlpool

Mattock
Madock Bath
Melksham
Meltham
Menston
Mexbrough
Milford
Moorgreen
Morley
Mount Vernon

Stag Town

Little 'M'
Horse Town
Little 'M' with
the Pool
Gremlin Town
Blackpool in the
Midlands
Rubber Town
Tractor Town
Fruit Cake City
Mexico City
Mole Town
Dust Bowl
Mississipi
Golden Gate
Bridge

Nelson (19)
Newark
Newthorpe
Norwich
Nuthall

Flag Town
Castle Town
Little 'N'
Canary City
Minto Town

Oldham
Openwoodgate
Odey
Oxshott

God's Acre
Timber Barrier
Market Town
Dodge City

Padiham (19)
Peel,

Tripe City
Deadwood

I. of M. (13)
Pendlehill (19)

Gulch
Moon Base

Penmaenmawr
Penrhyn Bay
Pensarn
Pentrich
Peterborough
Penzance
Pinxton
Polzeath
Paole (15)
Port Erin,
I. of M. (13)
Port Gaverne

Alpha
Granite City
Litlle Lump
Linle Jaw Town
Liule 'P'

Diesel Cityl
Big 'p'
Pirate Town
Little 'p' with
the 'X'
Surf One
The Branks

Tower Town

Port Isaac
Port St. Mary,
1. of M. (13)
Prestalyn

The Landing
Point
Lobster Pool
The Potteries
Pushover City

Quarndon
Quinton (14)

Linle 'Q'
QTown

Radcliffe
Ramsey,
I. of M. (23)
Rawtenstall
Rhuddlan
Riddlings
Ripley
Ripon

Paper Town
Ship Street

Rothwell
St. Andrews
(19)
St, Minver

Salcoats
Salford

Four Ways
Sierra Twenty
Little'R'
Big'R'
Church Town}
Cathedral City
Happy Valley

Salisbury
Sarratt
Scarborough
Selston
Shelly
Shrewsbury
(14 and 19)
Shipley
Skipton
Smalley
Smallfield
Solihnll (14)
Somercotes

South
Normanton
Spalding
Spondon
Stanley
Stanton
Stockport
Storrington
Sutton-inAshfield
Swanwick
Sychnant Pass

Pepper Town
Matchstick
Town
Lighthouse City
Treacle Mines
Candy Floss
Town
Heavy'S'
Garden Town
Severn City

Park Town
Castle Town
Tiny Town

Little Meadows
Tory Town
Little '5' with
the Cores
Temple Town
Tulip Town
Smelly'S'
Common Place
Pipe Town
Box Town
Heavy Bell
5 and A
Little '5'
Busy Lizzie

Tadcaster
Todmorden
(19)
Toll Cross
Trowbridge

Brewery Town
Three Valleys

Golf,City

Underwood

Criss Cross

Uttoxeter

Little 'V' with
the Wood
Race Town

Biscuit Tin
Banger Town

A 'BREAK FOR ALL

HOME BASE· BREAKERS
THE DYN-A-MITE D1 TWIG
BURNS OFF THE COMPETITION

THIS BAG CONTAINS

•

-{:r 0 YN- A- MlTE-{:r

a) Full Y, wave dipole
b) Loft or external
mounting
cl Vertical or horizontal
polarization
d) Excellenl SWR across
the band
el Pre-toned no adjustment necessary
f) Full instructions

ONLY

£12.75

Come to:

THE CB WORLD SHOW
at

Sandown Park Racecourse
to see:

SPILTH ELECTRONICS
Display Of Accessories
(PLUS PP £2.00)

DRAG THOSE 10/1 COPIES OUT OF QRM
EXCELLENT FOR DX WORK!!

ANTENNAS
COAX
CONNECTORS
MIKES
SWR METERS
BOOKS
40 & 80 CH RECEIVERS.

With DYN-A-MITE- good home base antennas
don't have to cost the earth.
!TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME)

Also available:
(D3) 3 elemenl beam £24.60
(D5) 5 element beam £44.75

+ £2.00 PP.
+ £2.00 PP.

Cheque or Postal Orders made payable to CEE·BEE's

CEE-BEE's
96-98 Cannock Road, The Scotlands
Wolverhampton WV1D 8PW
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SPILTH ELECTRONICS
3D BARLEY MARKET STREET,
TAVISTOCK, DEVON.
Phone 0822 5865
Telex 45263

In our earlier issues of CB World we dared c.b. users to send us
their names. Not their real names, of course, but their c.b.
code names. For obvious reasons many breakers did not wish
to disclose their names, but for those who did, we in turn,
dared to print them. We will continue to print them. If your
code name has not yet appeared it simply means that either
you have not sent it or that we have some catching up to do.
We have been absolutely inundated with so many names that
you will have to bear with us until your name pops up. But
that doesn't mean we don't want more. Please keep sending
them in, print your code name and town as clearly as you can.
To accommodate as many names as possible in each issue we
have dropped the eyeball/copied boxes. We suggest you now
underline an eyeball in red and a copy in blue. As before, the
address is The Editor, CB World, IPC Electrical-Electronic
Press Ltd., Quadrant House, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.

Ace
Acid Box
Ajax
Al Capone
Alien
Alleycat
Ally Cat
Anchorman
Angel Bunter
Angel Eyes
Animal

Telford, Salop
Burton-on-Trent
Leicester
Boston, Lincs.
Bury, Lancs.
Tadley, Hants
Walton, Surrey
Duodle, N'ants
Penistone Area,
S. Yorks
New MaIden,
Surrey
Alford, Lines

Animal
Animal

Byneel, Surrey
Tonbridge

Baby Bonker
Baby Duck
Baby Face
Bacardi
Backscratcher
Badger
Badger Bob
Bag 0' Bones

Hersham, Surrey
Ewell, Surrey
Cleckheaton
Kingston, Surrey
Telford, Salop
Caldicot, S. Wales
Hull
Penislone Area,
S. Yorks
Kirkliston

The Baker

Bald Eagle
Bambi
Bambi
Bandit One
The Barman
BamOwl
Baron
The Baron
Bavern Bob
Bazooka Joe

Kingston, Surrey
Davcntry
Sheffield
Blaenavon, Gwent
Slough
Truro
Ardrossan
Eastwood, Nom.
Glaubach, Bavaria
Farnborough
B.B.
New Addington
Beachcomber Becc1es
Beachcomber Loughborough
The Bean
Isle of Man
Bear Tamer Henley-on-Thames
Beasty
Isle of Man
Bed Bug
Burlon-on-Trent
Bed Pan
Mineheadl
Taunton
BeefBurger Hersham, Surrey
The Beermat Bradford
Beethoven
Willoughby
Beezer
Annan
Bell Ringer
Leicester
Big Boy
New Brighton
Big Brother
Arundel
Big Butch
Blackburn,
W. Lolhian
Big'D'
Telford, Salop
Big Daddy
Cleckheaton
Big Dipper
Hersham, Surrey
Big'E'
Bristol
Big'L'
Toll Cross
Big Mama
Kilmarnock
Big Man
Northampton
Big'Q'
Croydon
Big Sleeper
Cheilcnham
Big Spender Burton-on-Trent
Big Wally
Eltham
Billy Bun
Inverness
Billy Bunter Penislone Area

B.J.
Black Angel
Black Bandit
Blackbird
Black Fox
Black Knight
Black Magic
Black Rat
Black Raven
Black
Scorpion
Black Top
Black Widow
Blitz Kid
Blockbuster
Blondie

Calamity Jane
Calypso
Camel Job
Candyfloss
Candyfloss
Candy Lady
Candy Man
Candy Man
Candy Man
Cannon Ball
Cannon Ball
The Captain
The Captain
Captain
Caveman
Captain Kirk
Captain
Scarlet
Captain
Weird
Car Doctor
Carpet Beggar

Livingstone
Daventry
Nottingham
Brixlon, London
Eastbourne
Mounl Vemon
MoJesey, Surrey
Boston, Lines
York
Kidderminster
Lowestoft
Boslon, Lines
Walton, Surrey
Penislone Area,
S. Yorks
Newcastle-uponTyne
Burton-on-Trent
Shepperton
Solihull
Daventry
Telford, Salop
Inverness
Halcsowen, B'ham
Inverness
Mount Vemon
Brixton
Tadley, Hants.
Haywards Heath
Walton
Blackburn,
W. Lothian
Irthlingborough
Heysham
Isle of Man
Easlbourne
Inverness

"THE 10.20 IS"
LADBROKES
CAISTER HOLIDAY CENTRE
GREAT YARMOUTH
NORFOLK
FRIDAY EVENING 10th APRIL to SUNDAY EVENING 12th APRIL and the tickets only £20.00
fully inclusive of chalet style accommodation and all entertainment. (Special reduction for
children under 14 years of £10. Children 5 years and under f,ee).

* TRADE STANDS *
DISCUSSIONS
Talks From Top
American and
British Magazine
Writers.

FILM SHOWS

* Disco *

Fancy Dress Party * COMEDIANS*

£5 DEPOSIT PER PERSON

SEND S.A.E. FOR DEPOSIT TICKET

CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER MADE PAYABLE TO SHOWSTOPPER PROMOTIONS

ROYALTY NITESPOT, WINCHMORE HILL ROAD, SOUTHGATE, LONDON N14
Telephone: 01-886 4112/ 01-886 8141
BOOK EARL Y TO AVOto OISAPPO/NTMENT
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Custom~Lcards
You can now use our service,
comprising top commercial illustrators
and printers, who can, from your
rough drawing or scribble, produce
quality personalised a.s.L. cards at
prices that any enthusiast can afford!

We had such a massive response to
our article in Feb/March issue of CB
World, that we can now offer you the
opportunity to get your own 'handle'
illustrated & printed!

Whatever you require, cards for
international acknowledgement of Cl
contact, or to swop on 'eyeballs' etc.,
we will be able to fulfil all your
requirements, plus lots of other offers.
For more details, simply fill in the

coupon below, enclosing a 14p stamp,
and we will send by return our special

leaflet.
Post to: PAPER SALE, Fardon Road,
PO Box 50, Market Harborough
Leicester.

I~----,
Post to:

I

PAPER SALE, Fardon Road, PO Box 50,
Market Harborough Leicester.
Please send me details, and how to order. I
enclose a 14p stamp.

I
I ~::r:ss.

I

IDayl
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Carpet
Mechanic
Casanova
Casanova
Cat Black
Catwoman
Caveman
Caveman
C.B. Smurf
Ceejay
Cellarman
Charlie
Farley
Charlie Five 0
Cherry
Cherry B
Cherry Lady
Chewbacca
Chicken
George
Daffy Duck
Dairy Maid
Dan Dare
Davey
Crocket
Day Tripper
Day Tripper 11
Deadly
Nightshade
De Bang
De Bang
Deerhunter

Dib Dab
Diesel Doo
Diesel Fitter

Inverness
Chestyn Hay
Doncaster
Kirkliston
Benllech,
Gwynedd
Inverness
Worksop/Creswel1
Telford, Salop
Grangemouth
Weybridge
Wallasey

Dimples
Dixi
Doctor
Feelgood
Doctor Jekyll
Doctor Who
Dolphin

Daventry
Feltham
Penistone Area,
S. Yorks
Bury, Lancs.
Molesey, Surrey
Brownhills

Lowestoft
Stirling
Deal
Hersham
Molesey
Isle of Man
Penistone Area,
S. Yorks
Lowestoft
Inverness
Milton Keynes
Surbiton

Lichfield, Staffs
Lichfield, Staffs
Surbiton

Face
Fancy Pants
Fancy
Macteazle
Fast Cat
Fat Cat
Fat One
Fat Rat
Fat Sam
Fi·Fi

Inverness

Fiddler

Market
Harborough
Walton
Byfleet

Fingles Cave
Fingers
Firebird
Firebird
Fire Eater
Firefighter

St. Ives, Cambs.
Telford, Salop
MoJesey, Surrey
Walton

The Dentist
Desperate
Dan
Diamond Dog Stourpon

Wakefield
Daventry
Preston
Sheffield
Blackbum,
W. Lothian
Flash
Davemry
Kings Somborne
Flash
Flash Gordon East Kilbride
Flash Yorki.e Molesey, Surrey
Flinstone
Brighouse

Ellesmere Port
Nottingham
Davemry

Eager Beaver
The Eagle
Eagle Eye
Early Bird
Early Bird 11
Easy Rider
Electric
Horseman
ElIie Mai

Bury
Salcoats
Davemry
Tolworth, Cambs.
Great Poxton
Walton

Firefighter
Firefly
Firefly
Fire Fox
Five Gears

Gambling
Girl
Ganglepin
Gatecrasher
GeUy Baby
The General
General
Grabber
Geordie Girl
Ghost Rider
Ginger Tom
Gipsy
Gladiator

Bury, Lancs.
Camberwell
Burton-on-Trent
Nottingham
New Brighton
Penistone Area,
S. Yorks
Penistone Area,
S. Yorks
Tolwonh
Heckmondwike
Minehead
Normanly
Southfields
Peterborough

Global
Globetrotter
Globetrotter
Globetrotter
Globetrotter
Gloworm
Gobstober
Gobstopper
Goldfinger
Gold Label
Golden
Delicious

Ardrossan
Walsall
Chopwell,
Newcastle-onTyne
Newport Pagnell
Kirkliston
lIkeston
Stanley
Wi1loughby
Kimberley, Notts.
Esher
Penistone Area,
S. Yorks
Molesey
Boston
Clinol1
Kington
Walsall
Preston
Davemry
Bury, Lancs.
Hailsham, Sussex
Weston·Super·
Mare
SI. NeOls, Cambs.

Golden Eagle Kingston
Golden
Halesowen,
Maggot
W. Midlands
Hair Bear
Hair Brain
Hamburger
Handyman
Handyman
Harry 0
The Hawk
Hawker
Hawkeye
Hazard
Heartful
Dodger
The Hermit

Davemry
Molesey
Ewell
Caernavon
New Maiden
Dorking
Woking
Newmarket
Tonbridge
Nottingham
Huntington
Blackburn,
W. Lothian
Slough
Bury, Lancs.
Morden
Davemry
Barusley
Haywards Heath
Thames Ditton

Hiab
High Roller
High Roller
Hippo
Hippy
Hissing Sid
Hissing Sid
The latalla
Ice Maiden

Telford, Salop
Great Poxton,
Cambs.
Slourpon
Ponstnoulh
Surbiton

Infiltrator
Iron Fairy
Iron Pony
Jaffa
Jaffa Cake
Jag I
Jam Buttie
Jam Jar
Jaws
The Jeepster

Telford, Salop
Truro
Bury
Brownhills
Waltol1
Kirkliston
Newcastle·uponTyne

YOUR HANDLE AND BREAKING CHANNEL PRINTED FREE

USA

IMPORTED FLEECY LINED LONG
SLEEVED SWEAT SHIRTS AND
!ll COnON T SHIRTS

Withachoiceof3Su rexclusivel desi nedmotifs.
DESIGN,,,,, BREAKER
ONE NINE. O/IIERtlEN. ONEFOUR

100_, ~kIowl~.''''''I''9r....",...11

DESIGN,B Topical 10/4 - 27MHz.
DESIGN, 'C CQDX.World Radio Communications
PLUS your own Personal Handle printed in RICH FLOCK LETTERING
'1OUR OWN MOTIF DESIGNED FOR
BREAKER ClUBSa SOCIETIES
(BULK ENQUIRIES WELCOME)

riJ

Colours· Swen Shirt,
Gonmttlltrey. SkY. 81~k.Nlvyor Dtnlm
~ TShlrt. SlICk, Sky, White, Yellow &: Red

Tt"

B

PlnSf send mt'
Er Sm.1I Sm.1I Medium l.rllf h larll'f.' SWEAT SHIITS
MY HANDlE IS

PRINTED IN WHITE/REO

ChfoQue/Po. No.
M~p.lYlbW

CobJr required

TOTAL

fO WAr .ITISH,., SHI.Teo.. 52. River Sf Rhyl Clwyd

Ttl(074S) SI9M

_

PlfUt send to, Nlme

;W~I~'h~d:":;~'":.::A~.B~or~C=.::.=====~MY
Please srare 2nd.(hoice of (olour

t6·fl+4Op.ClICl.

AddrtU

Breakini Channel IS

_

::::==;::::=:(~d~.~Sii~"~A~O:"I~Y)~
Allow 21 days for delivery
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59, BURY NEW ROAD, MANCHESTER MS 8FQ
Tel: 061-8326104
Telex: 665212 STU G
Cables: TALRUTH MANCHESTER UK

TradeOnlyR
Everything you need in CB accessories
At the very best prices in the UK
Including:
SLIDE MOUNTS
CB ANTENNAS
POWER MIKES
SWR METERS
HA RADA CB ANTENNAS
FIRESTICK ANTENNAS

full range of:
MIDLAND, HARADE, SHAKESPEARE, PACER.
Best prices in Car Entertainment. Extensive stocks
of complete ranges inc:
SAY NO, CLARION, BLAUPUNKT, SHARP,
HITACHI, PIONEER, PANASONIC.

~~~~P'P
PUBLICATIONS LTO

GOOD QUALITY
FLEECY LINED
SWEATSHIRTS IMPRINTED
to your personalised requirements.
SIZES: S. M. L. ExL.
COLOURS: Red, Maroon, Sky, Navy, Royal, Black,
Bottle, Grey, Gold.
PRICE inc. up to 20 FLOCK LETTERS
£6.75 + 40p pap (4 or over postlree)
additional letters Bp. each.
State size, colour (first and second choice) and wording
required, on back or front. Send C.W.O. Allow 21 days
for delivery.
ST. NEOTS SPORTS
48a HIGH STREET
ST. NEOTS, CAMBRIDGESHIRE
TELEPHONE: 10480) 215667

COMPREHENSIVE C.B. STOCKS EVERYTHING
YOU NEED AND MORE. HELPFUL ADVICE
AND SOME REAL BARGAINS.
COLT 210 Rig Kits

Open 8.00 to 6.30 p.m.

£66

... K40 Mike. £31
I50W amp. £99
S.A.E. for price list.

34 Aldershot Road, Guildford.

Phone: 0483 n550
Also at: JIM PARK AUDIO
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BURDEn ROAD. W1SBECH
GAMBS PE13 2PS

Ol'lI'OH£HTl

TEl: 0045 63281
TELEX32lro

Give other Breakers 10-9 on your handle by
putting it (or sloganl on one of our finest quality
leather belts. Any Handle or Slogan supplied.

GUILDFORD
C.B,

S.W.R. £6.90....
25W amp £29

"RubbVt Ouc."- to Log.[ Ba.-Utd'~
r.
-I>ay good buddy. whVte do I
gVt VtaM.utoM al'ld I. C' -I> 6OIl

ONLY

£4.50

Includ;ng post and packag;ng.

Discount for Clubs
Trade Enquiries Welcome.
Please state waist size and send your cheque or postal order
and handle to:
LATIEGO LEATHERS,

157. Warwick Street, Heaton,
Newcastle Upon Tyne NE6 5AR.

Telephone: 0632 763750

Thamesmead
Farnham, Surrey
Banbury
K Factor
K9
K9
Kamakaze
Kerb Crawler
Kennit

ByOeet
Boslon, Lincs.
Worcester Park
Ardrossan
Walton
Molesey

Ladybird
Lady Driver
Lady Leadfoot
Lady
Madonna
Lady Racoon
Lady Shave
Lampshade
Lave Changer
Laughing
Lady
The Lawdy
Lazy Rider
Lead Lamp
Leaky Sump
Ledfoot
Lego
Legover
Legover Lady
Legs Eleven
Lieutenant
Pigeon
Light Brigade

Telford, Salop
Elton, Nr. Chester
Abergavenny
Tolworth

Lightning
Lincolnshire
Lass

ByOeet
Lichfield, Staffs
Heckmondwike
Banbury
Danford
Slirling
Kingston
Tolworth
Horsham
Cleckheaton
Telford, Salop
Whitton
Whitton
Bloxwich
Inverness
Caldicolt,
S. Wales
Penistone Area,
S. Yorks
Newark

Lione Heart
Lippy Lion
Liquidator
Little Angel
Little Blue

Tolworth
Morecambe
Codnor, Derby
Hersham
Newcastle

Mad Max
Mad Monk
Madame
Cholet
Maggie May
Magic Man
Magic
Roundabout
The Magician
The Magician

Truro
Dulwich
Mcxborough
Stanley
Walton
Cheltenham

Carnoustie, Angus
PeniSlone Area,
S. Yorks
The Magician Wallasey
Magpie
Ardrossan
Main Man
Carnoustie, Angus
Major Roscoe Midlothian
Major Tom
Leyton, London
Makrcl
Salcoats
Maltese Lady Bournemouth
Marksman
Molesey
Marksman
Wellingborough
Master
Greal Yarmouth
Blaster
Mean
Hcngoed, Wales
Machine
The Mechanic Stirling
The
Molesey
Medicman
Mercenary
Market
Harborough
Mermaid
Bloxwich
Mersey Pirate Rochdale
Metranome
Addleslone
Micky Mouse Plymouth
Micro Kid
Telford, Salop

Microwave
Midget Gem
Midnight
Cowboy
Midnight
Cowboy
Midnight
Coyboy
Midnight
Express
Midnight
Mover

Amlwich,
Gwynedd
Telford
Shrewsbury
Slough
Royslon
Tolworth
Liltlehampton

Ned Kel1y
Night Fighter
Night Nurse
Night Owl
Night Owl

Romney
Wallinglon
Isle of Man
Stirling
Swimon

Oak Leaf
Odd Job

Northampton
Penistone Area,
S. ""orks
WaltoD
Marlow

Oily Rag
01 Deputy
Dawg
One Armed
Bandit
Pacemaker
Pacemaker
Pacer
Paint Pot
Paper Jack
Paper Lady
Paper Plane
Paper Scribe
Paper Tiger
Peanut
Peanut
Peanut Brain

Peanuts

Penislone Area,
S. Yorks
Peanuts
Uuoxeter
Pedal Pusher Kilmarnock
Peece Maker Penislone Area,
S. Yorks
Pelsal1
Bloxwich
Parader
Penny Lane
Boston, Lincs.
Performer
Worcester Park
Peter Pan
Penistone Area,
S. Yorks
Phantom
Hunlingdon
Prince of
Pudsey
Pain
Quackers
Queen of
Hearts
Queen Mary

Tolwonh
Walton

Racing Snake
Radial
Radialor
Ragman

Bournemouth
Bloxwich
Bury, Lancs.
Penistone Area,
S. Yorks
Slirling

Carmyle
Alford, Lincs.
Northampton
Chobham, Surrey
Sheffield
New Addington
Annan
New Maiden
Worthing
Taunlon
Annan
Byflcet
Molesey

Long Eaton

Rainbow
Rider
Rampant Jack Penistone Area,
S. Yorks
Ramrod
Livingston
Randy Candle Cambridge
Range Change Plumstead
The Rat
New Haw, Surrey
Rat Catcher Alexandria,
Scotland
Rat Trap
Shefford, Beds.
Chesterfield
Rattle Can
Razer Blade Daventry
Razor Blade Lichfield, Staffs.

CBRadio Distributors
Buy your CB Radio from us.
All makes available.
For further information
telephone 0624 851140

•
HAM, MIDLANDS, COBRA, PRESIDENTS, COLTS, STALKER,
CB MASTER, JAWS, ETC. ETC. ALWAYS RINGS FOR SPEEDY
QUOTES OF AVAILABLE UNITS. BECAUSE OF CURRENT
SHORTAGES THE AVAILABILITY CHANGES FROM DAY TO DAY.

Contact us by phone for other models and information. Trade supplied.
It is illegal to manufacture and operate CB Transceivers and such equipment
is no't" licensable in the United Kingdom. Telephone or write to:

Turmann Models Limited, 8 Castle Street, Douglas, Isle of Man.
CB WORLD
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Serviceman

Red
Red
Red
Red

Arrow
Coral
Devil
Devil

Southborough
Burton·on·Trent
Croydon
Weston·SuperMare

Sable Dog
Sad Sack
The Saint

Stirling
Kirkliston
Halesowen,
W, Midlands
Teddington
The Saint
St.
Penistone Area,
Christopher S. Yorks
Salesman
Nottingham
Sandpiper
Lincoln
Sattelite
Hampton Hill
Scania
Bloxwich
Scarlet Fever Milton Keynes
Walton
Scissor Jack
Scissor Jack
Walton
Jnr.
Scooter
Carnoustie
Scorpion
Loughborough
Scrambler
Kingston
Scrambler
Isle of Man
Sea Angler
Truro
Seagull
Loughborough
Seagull
Molesey
Milton Keynes
Seamac
Seductress
Surbiton
Mount Vernon
Selector
Septic Sid
Bilsby
Sergeant BUko Wallasey
Sergeant
Boston, Lines
Pepper
Sergeant
Truro
Pepper
Sergeant Rock West Drayton
Service Sam Truro

Peniston Area,
S. Yorks
Penistone Area,
Sewer Rat
S. Yorks
Sex Kitten
Astley Bridge,
Bolton
Sexy Eyes
Ardrossan
Shabley Tiger Worthing
Shadowfox
Llandough
Walton, Surrey
Shady Lady
Shella Wheeler Nonhampton
The Shephard Stirling
Molesey, Surrey
Shiny
Shoestring
Cambridge
Shunter
Burton·on·Trent
Shunter
Penistone Area,
S. Yorks
Shy Fox
Bourne End,
Bueks
Walton, Surrey
Side Cutter
Walton, Surrey
Silent Man
Silent Night
Bournemouth
Silver Bell
Esher, Surrey
Silver Bullet Ardrossan
Silver Bullet Truro
Silver
Bedale
Dreamer
Silver Fox
Huddersfield

Thumper
Thunderball
Thunderbird
One
The Tiger

Wheel Man
Wheelbarrow
Wheelie One
White Knight
White Lady
White
Lightening
White Witch
Wild Beauty
Wild Cat Sue
Wire man
Witch Finder
General
Witch Queen

New Maiden
Slough
Letchworth

Tiger Moth
Tiger Moth
Tiger Jaz

Blaekburn,
W. Lothian
Hull
Lichfield, Staffs
Andover

UB40
UKI
Union Man

Inverness
Telford
Banbury

Vampire
Van Boy
Venus
Venus
Venus Fly
Trap (V.F.T.)
The Vicar
Victory V
The Viking
Viking Lady
Viscount
Voyager
Voyager

Ilkeston
Inverness
Aspley
Telford, Salop
Bloxwich

Sl. Neots, Cambs.
Tolworth
Bury, Lanes
Tadley, Hants
Tolworth, Surrey
Henley·on·Thames
Alford
Southampton
Thorsk
Walton, Surrey
Sunbury, Surrey

Windlesham,
Surrey
The Wizard
Nonon,
Stourbridge
The Wiz2:3rd Carnoustie, Angus
Wolf Man
Kingston
Wondenvoman Caldicot, S. Wales
Wonderwoman Hersham, Surrey
Woodpecker Penistone Area,
S. Yorks
Hampton, Surrey
Worzelll
Wrecker One Slough

Hersham
Crawley
Molesey
Eastbourne
Burnley
Ardrossan
Brownhills

Addlestone,
Surrey

The Yankee
Yellow Dog
Yellow Peril
Yellow Peril
Yorkshire
Terrier

Mount Vemon
Davemry
Cheltenham
Houghton, Cambs
Milton Keynes

Zeak the
Freak
Zebedee
Zebra 3
Zippy

Penistone Area,
S. Yorks
Lineoln/Spalding
Weybridge
Slough

Wacker

The Talisman
The Talisman
Tall Texan
Target Man
Tartan Shiek
Teddy Boy
Telecide
Ten Studs
Terantula
'ftxan
Texas
Texas Tart

Kimberley, Nons.
Stirling
Kingston
Kingsbury
Mount Vernon
SI. Austell
Claygate, Surrey
Stirling
Hanwonh, Surrey
Enfield
Telford, Salop
Molesey

Penistone Area,
S. Yorks
Wake Jumper Walton, Surrey
Warlock
Stoke--on·Trent
Warlock
Telford
Warlord
Tolworth, Surrey
Warrior
IIkeston
Ardrossan
Wee Spud
Weetabix
Rossendale
The Welder
Blackburn,
W. Lothian
The Welly
Rhondda Valley
The Whale
Cheltenham

XR3

MIDLAND CITIZENS BAND TELECOM LTD
133 FLAXLEY ROAD, STECHFORD
BIRMINGHAM 339HQ
TELEPHONE: 021 784 3129

Full range of CB Equipment always in stock, including:
Large stocks of i\....i\t\'\. antennas. Get base station
performance from your mobile moonraker. Lifetime
warranty on coil. Sommerkamp amateur & marine radios.
Mobile radio telephones & cordless telephones. Full range
of mobile antennas. Stardusters, Spitfires &
Shakespeares.
LYNDON RADIO & T.V. SUPPLIES
244 LYNDON ROAD, SOLIHULL
WEST MIDLANDS

TEL: 021 742 5617

K40
TURNER>
~n0
( c

THE NEW 6.14 dBi
GAIN. CB BASE ANTENNA

SIGMAIV"
VISIT BOTH SHOWROOMS FOR A CUP OF TEA & A CHAT
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NOW IN STOCK.

•

We carry a wide range of C. B. equipment in our shop covering everything that you could
ever possibly need. If you live in the London area our shop is open from 9.00-5.30,
Mon .-Sat., and we're just 1 minutes' walk from Borough tube station. If you can't get in
to see us send 25p for our catalogue of C. B. and Trucking goodies. We can send most
things by post and below you will find a few special mail order offers.

"

FULL COLOUR, TOP QUALITY, EMBROIDERED BADGES
-'

Our new range of badges is just out. They are well detailed in full coloured embroidery and are fully washable. Designs A·P 70p each,
Q- Y SOp, Z 9Op.

C.B. SHIRTS

BOOKS ON CB

We now have 2 CB designs which you can have either
on a T.Shirt or a long sleeved sweat shirt. Shirts are top
quality American manufacture and are available in
black, navy and red. Sizes are from 34" - 44". When
ordering please state chest size and give an alternative
colour choice. T.shin £3.25, sweat shirt £6.95.

THE BIG DUMMY'S GUIDE TO C.B. RADIO is an excellent book
covering every aspect of C.8. It has all the information you need to
know when buying a rig, when installing one and when actually using
one. The best book at the best price £2.95 inc. pap.
SLANGUAGE LANGUAGE is America's best selling C.B. dictionary
and contains thousands of words and phrases
in use by our C.B. buddies in the States.
Essential reading for everyone
interested in C.B.
£2.50 inc. pap.
C.B. BIBLE is probably the best
selling C.B. book in this country. It's
only small, but it tells you everything
you need to know on how to talk
C.B. 75p inc. pap.

To: Truckers' Paradise,

TRUCKIN'MUSIC

10 Marshalsea Rd, London SE1 1HL.
Please send me the follow;ng items:

Our

brand

new

"CONVOY" cassette
will liven up your
driving with 10 great
Truckin'

songs

including:

Convoy,

The Silverton, Mean

Bear, Car 67, Rubber
Duck, Crispy Critters.

Sew-on badges A-P (state designs).
Sew-on badges Q- Y (state designs)..
Sew-on badges Z (state designs)
Big Dummy's Guide to C.B
Slanguage Language
C.B. Lingo Bible
T.shirt (state design A or B)
Sweat shirt (state design A or BI
Convoy cassette....
.
Catalogue

I enclose cheque/Postal order for [

Available on cassette

Name ..

only. £2.95.

Address

.

8t 70p
..at LSOp
8t

(OOp

at £2.95
.. ..at £2.50
at £75p
at £3.25
at £6.95
at £2.95
8t £25p

£..

.

C.
£
£
£

.
.
.

L
L ..
f.
f...

C

.
.

.

made payable to Truckers' Paradise

We are unable 10 aecept Irish cheques 01' P.O.s. We can aecept OI'ders over the 'phone using ACCESS or
BARClAYCARD. Phone us on 01-403 1717 101' OI'ders, Queries or problems.
CBW3

